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mer state senator, who had pledged
to Taft and who appeared between
the Roosevelt and Taft delegates-at-large- .
Reports from many voting
places wene that many Ballots were
invalidated because nine names were
marked instead of eight, and the
Taft managers claimed today that
hundreds of their supporters were
disfranchised by voting for Selbertlih
and weight Taft delegates-at-larg- e
whose names appeared beneath.
While the contest for the
was settled comparatively early last night, the struggle
for the Twenty-eight- h
district delegates continued for more than 12
hours and at 8 a. m. today the
Eighth district was still in doubt,
with a ward in Somerville unreport-

INCOMPLETE RETURNS GIVE
EACH EIGHTEEN VOTES IN

THE CHICAGO CONVENTION
Colonel Gets All the

By

Delegates-at-larg- e

a Large Majority

MAY

COTTON PRICES BREAK
New Orleans, May 1. The price of
cotton broke nearly $2 a bale in the
local future market today on heavy
selling in air three of the large future
markets of the world. The selling
began in Liverpool before the Amer
lean markets opened and extended o
this market on the first call. At noon

TAFT AND ROOSEVELT BREAK

TELEGRAPH

WIF?E

the most active options were 36 to 39
points under yesterday's close.
The cotton market was sensationally active and weak today and under
heavy general liquidation, with prices
breaking more than 1.75 a bale
from the closing figure of yesterday
and approximately $3.75 a bale from
the high records of last week. There
seemed to be no particular feature
in the day's news to account for the
decline, for some of the biggest cot
ton houses were reported heavy sel
lers both here and in Liverpool and
the general liquidating mqvement was
said to reflect a conviction that the
recent advance had discounted all
bullish old crop features and also a
Jate start with planting.
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Washington, D. C, May 1. Thomas
Cleveland Dawson, nesident diplomat
ic officer of the state department,
died here early today after an illness
of several weeks with a complication
of diseases. He was 46 yjeJars of age
and a native of Hudson, Wisconsin.
Mrs. Dawson, who uarried tne diplomat in Brazil in 1897, and several
children survive.
Mr. Dawson was famous for his
skin in handling difficult Latin-Ame- r
ican problems. He was regarded In
a
as "the great paclfac- tor," and time and again the services
of "Tom" Dawson, as he was famil
iarly known, were in demand to
smooth things out when two of the
smaller republics to the south were
ready to fly at each other's throats
or relations between onp of them and
the United States had been strained
to tne breaking point.
Beginning his college career at
Harvard, Mr. Dawson graduated at
Aliovet PolleRfy- Indian", n" later
tolk a law course in Cincinnati and
was admitted to the bar. Then he established a newspaper at Enterprise,
Florida. From 1886 to 1889 he practiced law in Iowa, and, after another
try at journalism, was elected assistant attorney general of Iowa, which
position he held from 1891 until 1894.
He began his diplomatic career in
1897, when he was appointed secretary of the legation in Brazil. After
serving with marked distinction as
minister to several of the
countries he came to Washington as resident diplomatic officer
in 1907. Since then he had been sent
to Central America on various important missions.
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LUMBERMEN TO FIGHT
St. Louis, May 1. Officers of the
St. Louis lumbermen's
organization
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TUDE OF THIS GOVERNMENT
CAUSED WILD

May 1. Food and
Washington,
shelter for 160,000
people probably
Will have to be provided by the, war
department for another month as a
result ot the1 renewed Hood of the
Mississippi river. The destitute are
being turned over rapidly to local
but reports from the
committees
indicate that the
army engineers
daily average to be served with
"plantation rations" by the commiscontinues to be
sary department
about 10,000 and the cost is vl0,000 a
day.
Secretary Stimson estimates that
additional appropriations of $500,000
for the commissary department and
de$150,000 for the quartermaster's
partment will be required to cover
relief work expenses. To date the
quartermasters have spent $277(17i
for forage, tents and boats, while
the commissaries have spent $236,-00-

RUMORS.

1.
President
Wasnihgton,
May
Taft today Informed the senate that
the department of state has no evidence whatever adequate to show any
acquisition) of land or any intention
INVALIDATED ed.
WERE
BALLOTS
MANY
or desire to acquire land, whether
La Follette's Small Vote.
directly or Indirectly, in Mexico by
The small vote tor Senator La Fo'
or on the part of the imperial Japanlette was one of the features of the
ese
government.
reportPresence of an Extra Mame in List of Supporters of President primary, and town after town
The
president's message was in re1
rewithout
a
ed
single vote eing
Clark Rao
sponse to a senate resolution calling
Caused Many Tickets to Be Discarded-Cha- mp
corded in his favor. To poll lesj Ib.n
Rear-LaFol- lette
for information regarding an alleged
2,000 in a republican primarv whe;e
Away and Left Woodrow Wilson Far in the
purchase cf land at Magdalena Bay
over
votes
caused
160,000
werp cast,
Got Miserably Small Vote
the Japanese government or by a
by
surprise to his supporters.
company.
Japanese
With nearly the entire state r
With his brief message the presiCONTINUE WORKING
MINERS
Wit
over
the
Clark majority
1.
dent transmitted a full report from
Massa- out of 1,080 precincts in the state, corded,
Kansas City, May 1. Conferees
May
Boston, Mass.,
son was well over 12,000 in a total
show:
her
from
Secretary of State Knox.
coal
miners
and
the
chusetts emerged today
representing
vote of a trifle more than 30.0' 0,
La
1,756.
"There is nothing on file in the deFollett,
pri(preference)
reof
southwest
the
operators
first
today
presidential preferential
Owing to the varied marking it the
reRoosevelt (preference1) 71,203.
of the state" said the secrenewed their agreement that there
partment
mary election to find that the
15 candidates for delegates-nt-lnreTaft (preference) 74,808.
shall be no suspension at the mines
tary, that has justified any inference
publican voters had expressed a prefon the democratic ticket, the identity
For delegate-at-large- :
that the Mexican government or the
while negotiations for a ne wcontract
erence for the renomination of Presiof the Massachusetts delegation to are
had
This keeps in force the
pending.
Baxter (heading Roosevelt group)
imperial Japanese
government has
dent Taft hut notwithstanding
the Baltimore convention may not ue
been occupied with any disposition of
continuing clause of the old con
'given Colonel Roosevelt 18 of the 36 74,121.
known for several days. It is practi tract which
expired today. The con
land, near Magdalena Bay by whicl
Crane (heading Taft group) 65,876.
delegates to the national convention.
.
cally certain, however, that a ma)or-lt- ferees slid the
Committee Takes Act.lim.
Taft
which
th ify'tor Anniment. wnnH oflil
the
said
leaders
Kooaevelj
Practically complete returns from
o tiem will be jJledged to ''.ovt-no$700,001? more lor the re- ianu .jie-is considering theibiilaiion
clause
trenoe would have no effect on the 14 congressional districts show the
any purpose. Ill thebo
Nearly
Fobs.
of the new contract,
was making
the department of
18 delegates chosen "for Roosevelt"
flood circumstance
river
to
the
lief
for
Mississippi
Massachusetts
delegation
complete
Roosevelt delegates include the good progress toward an agreement.
no
felt
state
for further
.ind that the expression of the voters
the
necessity
house
was
voted by
sufferers
Chicago will stand, 18 for Roosevelt eight at large and two each irom
the
in
matter
of
'.'or Taft would be diseragrded.
of these
steps
any
on
tne
committee
today.
both
In
Taft.
appropriations
18
repuband
for
Nin'.h
such as rumors, which are of a kind that all
The democratic voters of the state lican and the democratic campaigns the Fourth, Fifth, Seventh,The
supplies
For
quartermaster's
Talt
and Fourteenth districts.
too frequently occur to the detriment
expressed a preference for Speaker the candidate who won the presiden
tents, etc., the committee provides
Mrs
the
from
those
are
delegates
of public opinion in the respective
The
department
Champ Clark, although a majority of tial preference contest failed to gam
commissary
$277,179.
Temh
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
the delegates to Baltimore will go the delegates-atlarge- ,
with food, countries and are so alien to the cor
owing to an un-supplying the destitute
disThirteenth
and
Twelfth
Eleventh,
how
dial relations of the governments
Fobs.
Just
Governor
to
law.
will receive $420,o00.
pledged
foreseen turn in the primary
tricts.
concerned."
Massachusetts could send an evenly
for
all
but
returns
from
With the
Newlands Has a Plan.
Voters Were Confuse!.
1. - Senate:
Mr. Knox said the Japanese ambas
Met
divided delegation to Chicago while
May
Washington,
Mr.
at
hand,
of
the
precincts
voting
ty
That the presence on the republi at noon.
of $50,000,-00- 0 sador had informed tne department
A
fund
on the preference vote Taft has a
river
regulation
Taft had a margin of nearly 5,400 can ballot of names for delegates-at-lnre-for a period of ten years after the that he had apprised his government
President Taft submitted special
plurality of 3,600 over Roosevelt, is votes, but the eight delegates
of
favorable to President Taft message saying there was no eviof the Panama canal and of the rumors in question which had
completion
partly explained by the wording
supporting the Roosevelt candidacy
or
an
dence
annual
had
the state presidential primary law
that
acquired
Japan
expenditure of $5,000,000 come to him through the public press
were victorious by a plurality ot
enacted two months ago. By that
In the intermediate years, is proposed and subsequently
ly 6 per cent of the vote waj nulli- had tried to acquire land at Magda-len- a
the ambassador
852.
fied, is the statement made ov t.enlaw every voter, to have his vote reBay.
in an amendment to the rivers and made, with his governmentment's au.
elecout
I.iiko
of
from
1,677
Returns
nham,,u hMA nf the Taft. force
s
Senator Works characterized Titanic
corded, was compelled to mark each
harbor bill offered by Senator
thorization, an unreserved and cateof his party, there tlon precincts give:
delegate-at-largin the state. Only eight delegates-at-larg- e
as of unreasonable and
contemInvestigation
of
The
Nevada.
plan
gorical denial of the rumored purPresidental
preferRepublican:
can be selected.
unwarranted length.
being no circles for voting by groups.
control at the headwaters as chase of land by the Japanese governplates
1.iM.
uoosevell
ence:
La Follette
The law enabled hundreds of voters
Senator Lea introduced resolution
Congressman Curley, who directed
well as at the lower reaches of trou- ment or by a Japanese company,
to mark the eight names in the dele- 71,203. Taft 74,808.
Speaker Champ Clark's campaign in providing for return to the attorney GOVERNMENT CUTTING
blesome rivers. Its advocates claim characterizing the report as entirely
Baxter (heading Massachusetts, said:
Delegates-at-large-:
gation headed by C. S. Baxter and
general of his response in harvester
that It not only would prevent floods sensational and utterly without any
Crane,
74,121;
"The splendid reception which the trust case on ground that it was not
styled "for Theodore Roosevelt" and Roosjevelt group)
in
all of the great water sheds of the foundation whatever, the Japanese
then express a preference for Taft on (heading Taft group- - 65,876.
DOWN ITS EXPENSES country, but would provide for the
candidacy of Speaker ClarK has re- a proper reply.
government having never, directly or
Democratic presidential preference: ceived at the hands of Massachusetts
another part of the ballot.
Debate followed president's Magda-len- a
use of flood waters on arid lands, for Indirectly, attempted or contemplat9,208.
Wilson
On the democratic ticket, although Clark 19,903;
message, which was referred to
voters when conditions surrounding
swamp land reclamation and for the ed the acquisition of any land at
:
Delegates-at-largeHOUSE TAKES WHACK OUT OF
Cougln in, pledg- - his candidacy are considered is the 'orelgn relations committee.
ten of the 15 candidates for delegate-a- t
development of water power.
Magdalena Bay for any purpose.
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and
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Mississippi
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Mis-'
,.
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By failing
name in the presidential preference orjte Speaker Champ Clark of
Washington, May
Appropriations committee failed
ed
recent- Atlantic coast rivers, gulf rivers ex syndicate to dispose of certain lands
column. Speaker Clark, whose nam BOUri faiied to get a single delegate- for the supporters of report an appropriation for the com- report an appropriation for the
gpeiaking
house clusive of the Mississippi, the Upper near Magdalena Bay. This American
the
did not appear In the preference
this most important depart-- , Goveru0r Wilson, former Congressman merce court.
ly created commerce court,
on
departaffairs
committee
umn and who defeated Governor Wil- meut of
today Mississippi, the Ohio, the Missouri syndicate, according to thj
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reportappropriations
Foreign
primary. heim captured winianl s MCxary said that the can-soSacramento and San Joaquin and ment's information given in Secretary
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The
tribunal.
abolish
that
to
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bill,
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by a vote of 2 to 1, did not have by the fHends of
sought
ot Governor Wilson for the
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general supply bill for the legislative, the Columbia and Snake and the
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executive
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marine
committee
and
Mafay of the democratic
connecting
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tions for a sale to a Japanese syndiagreed
judicial
strengthened" ,by the apparent fact
.yer)e also elected pledged to Foss.
From the reports of the very first; ihat ..th ,.,, w of ttm reouhlican vote to bill to compel foreign owned steam- government is a wholesale attempt Great Lakes with the Ohio and cate. Meantime an effort was made
same life pre at reduction of government evpenses. Mississippi.
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nother incident which some ob- - ,
ehortly after noon yesterday.1,,, MnHaah..ett. oRrtainlv increases ships to comply with
of
the
reduction
a
of
as
bill
The
proposes
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serving
regulations
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American, government towards such
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of the secretary to the presiuiL.
ships.
salary
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a transaction. There was evidence.
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MORROW EVENING
out
The department of state made it
ve leaders of the
Roosevelt ana for delegates at large will be demandHelena, Montana; Seattle, Washingvoters had invalidated
theirl
Edplain to the American syndicate that
delegates-at-largslates, was ed by the Taft league. General
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Little Rock, Ark.. May 1. Jim ton; Salt Lak eCity, Utah. San Franby voting for nine Instead Taft
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chairman
R.
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an assay office in lieu
mes beginning with Sei- - close only for a few hours. Then
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e
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maGardner of secrated auxiliary bishop of Ogdensthe 18 Taft delegates Is 25 out of 33 cities for all the repub- Crane evidently received a clear
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will
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election
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variation
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officers,
delegates
little
tonight
of.
by
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will
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to
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soon
very
large
the coast as
velt.'
go
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In the premises."
the Baxter and Crane votes,
owing to the mistake made by Taft as Flynn Is established in his train in a ten round bout, the winner to assisted by Bishop Colton of Buffalo federal government
Ad
American
te, it appears,
The
the
of
claimant
and
Gabriels
syndics
of
nine
Frank
considermd
meet
Ogdensburg.
for
Klaus,
adherents voting
Bishop
The political writers paid
delegates ing camp and will return to Las Ve
practical'y complete
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championship, at Salt The sermon was preached by Bishop
to
with
attention
the
able
middleweight
gas
yesterday's
candidacy
presidential
trainer,
today
Flynn's
prima
Hickey of Rochester.
Lake whit in a few weeks.
(Continued from Pag Four).
(Continued on Page Five)
Ing the vote from 1,076 of Frank Selbertich of Boston, a for- -

today announced they bad completed
arrangements for an immediate fight
against the ruling of the interstate
commerce commission declaring lumber tap lines not common carriers
and cutting them off from a large
through rate divisions.
The lumbermen plan to file a petition for an injunction against all of
the big roads of the southwest to prevent them putting the new itariffffs into effect.
These tariffs have been
suspended almost a year but were released by the ruling.
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Of the Season's Best Productions in Women's and

Children's Wearing Apparel, Millinery, Dress Goods,
Silks, Wash Goods, Fancy Goods, etc.
as the month of May is opening, and the whole of the Spring Season before you, while stocks
are at their best and lines unbroken, is the most satisfactory time to make your season's purchases.
This May Sale will prove of special interest to those wise women who wish to have their Spring
sewing completed belore the warmer days start they will deserve a saving in money, comfort in their
work and satisfaction from their purchases.
Look over the following items then come and see the merchandise you'll find many things you
Now,

really want.

Attractive Values in Ready-to-WeGarments

ar

"Peter Thompson" dresses of good quality Linenne, neatly and
tastefully trimmed and made along newest style lines, each
$3.50 and $4.00
A very attractive dress of all silk Diagonal, Pongee color, neatly trimmed with contrasting color, worth $7.50 each, spec- V
cial
t5.00
A beautiful variety of dainty and desirable Lingerie Dresses,
tut tastefully
best of styles, good materials, elaborately,
$7.50
trimmed, ach, only
An attractive suit, we. tallorder from all woo'
fabrics, satin
best style models, a suit combining
lined, good
$16.50
both style and service, only

Charmingly Becoming and
Stylish Millinery

Kaysers Double Finger Tip
Silk Gloves

While our line of Millinery hat been
greatly reduced, we still have some very
desirable and attractive models including
some of the popular ''Gage" Hats.
These are of the newest and most approved styles, and every hat is positsvely
an exclusive style. Prices you will find
much lower than their quality and style

Kayser Silk Gloves, two clasp, good
quality and double finder tips, white or
65c and 85c
Mack, per pair
Kayser 12 Button Silk Gloves, double
85c
finger tips per pair
Kayser 16 Button Silk Gloves, extra
quality, double finger, tips, per pair $1.00
Kayser two clasp Chamoisette Gloves
50c and 85c
per pair
Kayser 16 Button Chamoisette Gloves,
65c
very popular

warrants.

Dress Fabrics of Unrivalled Beauty
Attractively Priced
One lot of Foulard Dress Patterns in the most popular colors
and combinations, some in rich border effects, others In
'

small neat patterns, all exclusive patterns, worth $11.50 to
$13.60, special, per pattern
$9.50
Messallne bMk, 27 inches wide in a good variety of colors,
worth $1.00 per yard, special
759
A good variety of all the popular fabrics including Serges. Cheviots, Whipcords, Novelties, etc., in all tbe desirable colors,
per yard
$1.25
A large assortment of plain, all wool Batiste in all desirable colors, either light or dark, 36 Inches wide, per yard, only 65c

Inner-lining-

Waists You'll Want

OUR

of various silks, marquisette, chiffon and novelties all these
are here, all from the foremost fashion houses In the country,
all stylish,
minute, faultlessly finished and perfect
fitting, and all marked at lower prices than their high qualto $4.50
ity warranto, each

ALL YOU COULD ASK OF

IT.

As dainty and shapely as those models are, not a jot of comfort or serviceability has been sacrificed to make them
Foot-easdurability and graceful style are combined in a way that nearer approaches perfection than any shoes
you've ever worn. A host of new and chic models are represented, in every popular new leather. We ask you to take
Ask for prices, you'll find them uniformly
especial notice of our showing. Every style, width and size is represented.
moderate.
so.

Neat, trim tailored waists, waists of dainty lingerie, and waists

SPRING FOOTWEAR IS

Sheer and Dainty Wash Goods

e,

Las VGaa'LGadingS-tor-

Fast color figured Dimities in a large variety
Moiret fancy Dimity, a very pretty and dainty fabric
Cotton Foulards tn a beautiful assortment of patterns
Egyptian Dimities, a sheer and desirable fabric
Lmtelle Corded Silk, very popular
Marquisettes in a beautiful range of colors
Silk and Linen mixed Foulards, very rich and attractive
ings and patterns, per yard .
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Supposing You Come and See Them TODAY
While Assortments Are at Their Best
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MADE GOOD IN DUKE CITY

According to the dramatic critic of
the Albuquerque Journal "The Campus", whicn will be presented at the
Duncan opera house tomorrow night,
is a classy comic opera. Following
is the Journal's account of the piece,
which was piayed
in Albuquerque
Monday evening:
If "among those present" at "The
Campus" last night there were a few
who expected to be disappointed or at
best to charitably undergo a mediocre
entertainment,
they received a good
bit of a jolt in the way of a pleasant
surprise. And those others who stayed
away, hesitated but to lose and the
loss represents the passing up of one
of the best shows of the season. For
the play last night was fine.
Walter De Leon, who wrote the
book and composed the music of "The
Compus," in which he starred, is de
cidedly clever and his abilites really
deserved the center of the stage, Mr.
DeLeon held that place down all the
evening, and so well that no one
wished he would make room for anyone else unless it was his leading
lady. That's a different story. When
"Muggins" Davies (the Muggins suits
her to a T) first tripped on the stage
the audience broke into applause.
Miss Davlee can act and sing just
enough for the catchy little songs
which fall to the ingenue.Her"How-de-do,- "
in which she was ably assisted by Mr. DeEeon, was great and
they made an even bigger hit with
"Same Old Love," the finale of the
second act. Ferris Hartman, who
was remembered by some of the old
playgoers from a former appearance
several year ago as the Teutonic janitor, did some clever work.
Good as the show was last night It
is claimed that the best is yet to come
In the production of "The Oirl and the
Boy," which the same company will
give In Elk's theater tonight

CENTRAL ASSOCIATION
STARTS
Hannibal, Mo., May 1. With all
signs pointing to an interesting race
for the 1912 pennant, the baseball
clubs of the Central association ap
peared on the diamond today in the
initial games of the season. Kewa- nee played at Monmouth, Galesburg
at Burlington, Muscatine at Keokuk
and the Ottumwa champions in this
city. A season of 130 games will be
played, closing Labor Day.

JUST TRY

A

TEN CENT
BOX OF CA8CARET3

18c
18c

30c
35c
50c
color65c

1862

LEAGUE
Tri-Stat- e

1.

PLAY THAT WILL BE

IN

Reading, Pa, May 1. The championship season of the
Baseball league was opened today
with games in Harrisburg, Trenton,
Altoona and Heading,
The league
circuit Is the same as last year, comprising Johnstown, York, Lancast r,
and Wilmington, in addition to the
othe rfour cities named. The season
will continue until September 4.

Son,

I2i2c

CARTOONIST ATFORSKM OFFERS

OUTERS

THE BROWNE

FOR

Insures you for month against a
Sick Headache, Biliousness, Constipation or a Bad Stomach.
Put aside just once the Salts,
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purgative waters which merely force a
passageway through the bowels, bnt
do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen
and purify these drainage or alimentary organs, and have no effect whatever upon the liver and stomach.
Keep your Inside organs pure and
fresh with Cascareta, which thoroughly cleanse the stomach, remove
the undigested, sour and fermenting
food and foul gases, take the excess
bile from the liver and carry oat of
the system all the decomposed waste
matter and poisons in the Intestines
and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make yon
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
and cost only 10 cents a box from
your druggist. Millions of men and
women take a Cascaret now and
then and never have Headache, Bil
WI8CONSIN-ILLINOILEAGUE
iousness, coated tongue. Indigestion,
Rockford, 111., May 1. This was the
Sour Stomach or Constipated bowels.
opening day of the season for the
Cascareta belong in every household. j Wisconsin-Ilinoi- s
Baseball
league,
Children love to take them.
j Oshkosh
playing its first game at
Madison, Wausau at Aurora, Green
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Bay at Racine and Appleton at Rock-forYour druggist will refund money if
The league circuit this year is
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any the sae as last, excepting that Waucase of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or sau has the franchise held last seaProtruding Plies in C to 14 days. Me son by Fond du Lac
S

d.

There is Only One

"Brome Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bremo Quinine

al-fai-

McDOUGALL WILL
SAYS "BIG SMOKE"
DRAW SOME RANCHMAN
CAN TRAIN ON HIS FARM ON
CLEVER SKETCHES OF PROMLOS ALAMOS ROAD
INENT LOCAL MEN.

Tonight at the
Browne theater,
Wallace McDougall,
lightning cartoonist, will entertain with amusing
cartoons of local interest. This is the
first time that an act of this sort has
ever been offered outside of the big
time. Mr. McDouagll
is one of
the best known sporting cartoonists
of the country. He was given the
famous Tad's place on the San Francisco Bulletin, when Tad left for the
Hearst's papers sone years ago. His
cartoons made a hit In the Fair City,
where he has a big following and
numbers his friends by hundreds.
When Johnson and Flynn start training for the big) battle McDougall will
make amusing cartoons of the doings
at their training camps for three well
known newspapers.
Tbei appearance of a newspaper car
toonist In vaudeville is entirely a new
feature. "Bud" Fisher. Wlnsor Mc- Cay, "Rube" Goldberg and George
McManus, the world
famous fun
makes of newspaperdom, have recently made tremendous hits on the
vaudeville stage In New York.
Mr. McDougall will depict In good
natured cartoon some of the local
business men and a few happy hits
on the Johnson and Flynn fight. His
cartoons of the coming fight on exhibition in O'Malley's and Murphey's
show windows have attracted a great
deal of attention.

has

trouble have straightened out the
of the Organization and are looking forward to a succesful season.
The schedule calls for 140 games, with
September 15 as the closing date.

JOHNSON

TONIGHT

last season the league circuit

been changed by the substitution of
Bloomington for Waterloo and Springfield for Rock Island. The club own
ers and managers after (considerable

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IH OHE DAY.

Discipline is exemplifiea by the
first year at school, and the first year
of married life.

At the invitation of B. F. Forsythe
Charles O'Malley, local promoter of
the Johnson-FIynbout to be staged
in Las Vegas on July, accompanied by
a delegation of Las Vegas business
men yesterday afternoon visited the
Forsythe ranch, seven miles north
of Las Vegas on the Los Alamos
road, with a view to selecting a site
for training quarters for Jack John-snThe trip to the ranch was
made in the touring car of Colonel M.
M. Padgett, F. O. Blood and Jack
being the other merbers of the
party.
O'Malley today expressed himself
as favorably impressed with the place
and that he would consider the kind
offer of Mr Forsythe to furnish headquarters for Johnson when the selection of the "big smoke's" quarters is
made. The Romeroville ranch is another of the places under considera
tion for the present champion's headquarters and several other sites are
available. However, O'Malley will not
make the selection until all of the
advantages of the various quarters
have been considered.

Always remember the full name.

Look

for this signature on every box.

25c.

1

n

Lau-bac-

TRAVELERS

THREE--

I
LEAGUE STARTS SEA80N
Dubuque, la., May 1. The baseball
clubs of the Three-- I league lined up
today for the initial games on their
season's schedule. Peoria appeared at

at

J. M. CUNNINOHAn, President

HOSKINS.

PRANK SPRINGER

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Servings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

IN SESSION

Danville

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

k

Darlington, S. C, May 1. Darlington is entertaining for three days the
annual convention of the South Carolina division of the Travelers' Protective association. The large attendance and the elaborate entertainment
program combine to give promise of
the most successful meeting ever
held by the organization in South
Carolina.

Davenport,

Capital Paid in

Decatur,

Bloomington at Springfield and Quin-cat Dubuque. Since the close of

y

Haydou

H. W. Kelly
D. T.

Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest PaJd on Deposis

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic

Cashier

1

VAt VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

WEDNESDAY,

MAY

1912.

1,

In counties of the second class, the
Psed under suspension of the rules iaier section sets tne minimum age ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
salaries shall be: County commission- by a vote of 45 tol.
signed, sealed and executed the same
limit for bowling alley and pool or bilState of New Mexico. Office of the as their
ers $800; sheriff, $4,000; county clerk,
free act and deed.
The committee on Judiciary recom liard
21
employment at
years. He also State Corporation Commission.
Witness my hand and notarial seal
$,000; and $1,200 for deputy; super mended that House Bill No. 87. by
explained that the restriction on theIt is hereby Certified, that there the day and
intendent, $2,000; probate Judge $900; Gurule, providing that the fee for
year in this cerrfflcate
atrical employment does not apply to was filed for record In the office of
fist above written.
assessor, $3,000; treasurer, $4,000;
chattel mortgages shall be 60 amateur performances. Catron moved
the State Corporation Commission ,f
surveyor, $300; deputy sheriff, $1,200; cents, be referred to the committee to
atrlke out the entire clause refer- the State of New Mexico on the 1st (Seal) KATHERINE Q. SULLIVAN
second deputy $800; Jailer, $720; as- on ways and means.
Notary Public.
ring to theatrical employment, as chil- day of April, A. D. 1912, Articles of
sistant jailer. $600; general sheriff's
My commission expires Jan. 10, 1916.
The following bills were in troduc-ed- : dren often travel with their
parents Incorporation of Las Vegas Mica Co.
expenses, $600 and allowances the
Endorsed:
No. 7149
Cor. Rec'd
and are educated for the stage at the
same as in the first class).
House Bill No. 149, by Speaker same time as they are educated in (No. 7149) and also that the follow- Vol. 6 Page 160. Articles of Incof'
SPEAKER WOULD DIVIDE THE
ing copy is a true and correct tran- ration of Las Vegas Mica Co.
In oounties of the third class, the Baca, a county salary act. To com- the school branches
File
by tutorB. He as script of the original now on file.
COUNTIES OF THE STATE INin office of State Corporation Com
salaries shall be: County commission mittee on ways and means.
serted
that
this
GRAB SHIPMENTS OF RED WAclause
would
In Testimony Whereof, the chair miBBion
keep
TO FOUR CLASSES
ers, $700; sheriff, $3,500; county clerk
House Bill No. 150, by Burg, an set any of the best theatrical
April , 1912; 9 a. m. Georee
TER BROUGHT BY THIR8TY
man
troupes
and chief clerk of said commis W.
$3,500: superintendent.
Clerk.
$1,500: nro- - to create a state department of agri out of New Mexico.
Compared E. D.
Burg eloquently sion have hereunto set their hands L. toArmijo,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 1. The house bate judge, $800;
J. J. O.
assessor, $2,500; culture. To committee on state af-- neienaeo me clause, saying that 30
set a new record in disposing of leg treasurer $3,500:
and affixed the seal of said commisState
of New Mexico
surveyor, 250; dep- - fairs.
states
had
the
adopted
law, that the
Roswell, N. M., May 1. This has no
islation yesterday afternoon. It de uty clerk. $1,000; chief
House Bill No. 151 by committee or tiause seeKs io prevent one of the sion, at the City of Santa Pe, on this County of San Miguel, ss.
sheriff,
deputy
reference to any individual case of
cided the Martinez-Lope- z
1st day of April, A. D. 1912.
contest case $900; Jailer, $600; general sheriffs ex
I hereby certify that this instru- too
judiciary, an act to prohibit acts of worst abnses and crimes against
much intoxication, but alludes to
in record time in favor of Lopez. !!
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
ment was filed for record on the 11th what
pense fund, $360; and the same al sexual perversion.
childhood that had grown up in this (Seal)
might be reasonably suspicloned
Attest:
passed one senate bill and several lowance for jail prisoners and trans
Chairman.
House Bill No. 152, by committee country. When Catron asked him to
day of April A. D. 1912 at 11:30 o' as too
large a personal shipemnt of Inhouse bills In the time that it takes portation
EDWIN
P.
COARD.
clock
a.
m.
expenses as in other coun on Judiciary, an act to define embez- cite the 30 states. Burg read a list
and was duly recorded in toxicants into a
to call the roll and announce the re- ties
dry town.
Aotlng Chief Clerk
Book 1 of Articles of Incorooratlons
zlement by executors, administrators of the states that have the law
tr-Wells
Yesterday
upoL Articles of Incorporation of Las Vegas
afternoon,
sult, recommitted several measures,
In counties of the fourth class, the and guardians.
page 285 on this 11th day of April Fargo
their Btatute books. Llewellyn sai l
via
set the medical bill on the calendar
the East- Express
company,
Co
Mica
D.
A.
1912.
House
Bill
No.
act
an
153, by Burg,
that even though not another state
ern Railway of New Mexico, in its
for today, received a large number county commissioners are to receive
We, the undersigned, citizens of the
to repeal Chapter 136 of the thirty-eight- had such a law, he believed m New
Wtlnes my hand and seal of office
f committee reports, petitions and tuv; snenrr, $2,500; county clerk.
apacity of a common carrier,
United States of America, do hereby
LORENZO DELOADO,
(Seal)
legislative assembly, relating Mexico starting right and he favored
$1,200; pro
In
in.o sisit buslnctk, unlctd-eMils and in committee of the whole $2,000; superintendent,
associate
ourselves
a
into
corporation Clerk of the Probate Court and
bate judge, $600: assessor, $1,500 to the water supply of municipalities. the prohibition of children of tender
South
a'
Etation (al'. charg
considered the Uniform child labor
under
and
virtue
of
the
laws
of
by
House Bill No. 154 by Cordova, to age appearing on the
Recorder.
treasurer, $2,000: surveyor, $200; dep- 111
ea trfpald) fix r o irels an! four c.isprofessional the State of New Mexico, and for
by Burg, a complete and lengthy puty clerk,
$800; deputy sheriff, $700; prohibit the sale of animals on shares stage. The Catron amendment was
ec
ictoxicaiirft
were consigned
code covering the entire subject in
that purpose do hereby adopt the fol
Jailer,
$500; $250 general expenses without consent of owners. To com voted down and Section 4 was
and
to
addressed
Dave
adopt- - lowing articles of Incorporation:
detail.
HOME
Vaughn and
ENDORSEMENT
and same allowance for prisoners, and mittee on state affaire. A motion of wi as amended by Burg.
others.
Hundreds
of
East
I
Las
ARTICLE
Salary Bill By Speaker Baca
Citizens
Vegas
Catron to refer the bill back to its
as in other counties
Can Tell You All About It
Along about 6 o'clock tbe above
Section 1, of the county salary bill transportation
The name of this corporation is
author to make its title conform to NO MORE OI8TRES8
Officers
must
fees
to
pay
Dave Vaughan secured til
mentioned
monthly
Home
Introduced by Speaker Baca y ester
"Las
Co."
Mica
the
endorsement,
ex
Vegas
public
was
FROM THE STOMACH
officials
A penalty of $500 to the constitutional requirements,
services of one of the Bullard Bros,
day, divides counties into four class proper
of
East
pression
ARTICLE
Lag
II
Vegas
people
voted down, as It was the sentiment
es
snoum do evidence beyond dispute transfer men here in the city of RosClass 1, "with assessed valuation $5,000, or by imprisonment of one to that the
Place of Business and Agent:
committee in charge of th No Dyspepsia, Gas, Heartburn or Inabove $3,500,000; Class 2, with assess Ave years or both for falling to perfor
The
every East Lag Vegas reader, well, and hied himself away to the
location
the
of
office
principal
bill would see to that.
digestion Five- - Minutes
ent or $2,250,000 to $3,500,000; Class form their duty or failing to pay over
in
the
State of New Mexico is in the Surely the experience of friends and aforesaid South Spring station, loaded
Hosue Bill No. 155, by Hilton, to
Later.
public funds. The emergency clause
3, witn assessment of
of
Las Vegas, San Miguel county, neighbors, cheerfully given by them, the intoxicants into the transfer
City
$1,500,000 to
prohibit, the exhibit of lewd pictures.
is added to the hill.
$2,250,000; Class 4, with less than
New Mexico, and the name of the will carry more weight than the ut wagon and headed it, wagon, bug
To committee on state affairs.
Every family here ought to keeD
House
$1,500,000.
agent therein and in charge thereof, terances of strangers residing in far juice, snake bite antidote, soothing
Committee reports were made as some Dlapepsin in the house, as
anv and upon whom
Section 2, provides that the assesssyrup, tangle foot and all, straight for
Speaker Baca presided. The read- follows:
process against this away places. Read the following:
one or you may have an attack of Ined valuation for 1911 shall be the sal- ing of the journal was
o.
L.
214
Grand Ave., East Roswell.
corporation may be served, is William
Gregory,
dispensed with.
Chairman Hilton for committee on digestion or Stomach trouble at
any Springer.
ary basis until January 1, 1914. There Petitions in favor of prohibition from state
They had not proceeded far on their
w. Mex., says:
ma
vegas,
"Doan's
affairs, that House Bill No. 90 time, aay or night.
after the state auditor shall classify Valencia county; a petition asking
Journey home when Chief Deputy
ARTICLE
Kidney
Pills,
III
at
the
procured
Center
for
of
This harmless preparation will dl
sign posts on
placing
the counties on December 1, each two that teachers be paid full time for at providing
Block Pharmacy, have been used in Sheriff Jim Johnson, who has a most
Business:
,
public roads, be passed as amended gest anything you eat and overcome
years.
The objects for which this
tending institutes from Valencia coun that House Bill No. 105, an
my
family with satisfactory results. unaccountable way of being In out of
e
corpo
a distressed,
stomach Ave ration is formed are:
Section 4, provides for the creation ty; petitions against prize fights; a
I
can
To purchase.
cheerfully recommend this pre the way places, happened along afoot
act, be passed; that House minutes afterward.
slavery
of a salary fund, Into which all fees petition presented
and weary.
his own Invita
lease or otherwise acquire lands suit paration as one that lives
by Vargas and Bill No. 106. a supplementary antl.
If your meals don't tempt you, or
up to rep tion to take aAccepting
etc., and 8 per cent of all tax collec- iviuuioya xrom ires Piedras,
ride the aforesaid John
HDie
ior mining purposes, and to resentations."
asking white slavery act, be passed; that wnat little you do eat seems
to fill equip,
tions shall go.
for the
of the D. and Senate Joint Resolution No. 19
rw e or all dealers. Price 60 son, notwithstanding that the receppro you, or lays like a lump of lead In mine work, excavate, develop and
Section 5, provides that the county R. G. Station at. Trn Piftrlrna
tacles were plainly marked as the
Foster-MOhur- n
icents.
the
to
same;
mine,
for
quarry
DieCo., Buffalo,
our
viding
appointment of a San
stomach, or if you have heart
commissioners shall pay all salaries
of Vaughn, assumed to exer
New
property
Chairman Vargas for the committee go and San Francisco
smelt,
refine,
York, sole agents for the United
dress, amalgamate and
expositions burn, that is a sign of Indigestion
control over the destination of
cise
uarterly. If the salary fund is in- on privileges and elections
states.
for
prepare
market
mica,
nickel
and
commission
be adopted.
reported
Ask your Pharmacist for a
sufficient,
then deficiencies shall be in the contest of Marcelino Martinez
talc ores; and to manufacture, buy,
Remember the name Doan's and the goods and a restraint over the
Chairman Burg on the committee case of Pape's
Diapepsin, and take sell and
paid out of the general county funds vs. Remigio
personal liberty of the said Vaughn,
generally deal in all appli take no other.
Lopez from Mora county, on ways and means, reported favor- a little Just as soon as
you can ances and
In counties' of the first class, the In favor of the
to the end that he had the goods and
incumbent Lopez, find- ably House Bill No. 108, appropriat- There will be no sour
machinery required in con
risings no nectlon with the above
salaries shall be: county commis- ing that his
their putative owner placed where he
majority was 88. The ing $14,000 to be placed at the dis- oeicning of undigested food
purposes.
BIG CATHEDRAL AT
mixed
sions, $900; sheriff, $5,000;
listed the listing In re Vaughn being
WASHINGTON
In
furtherance
county committee reported that in precincts posal of the governor, to move the with
and
not
in
limita
acid, no stomach gas or heart- - tion
1.
Washington,
clerks, $4,500; school superintendent Nos. 2 and 5, Mora
Hotel de Young.
May
Eminent
the
ore.
of
the
general purpose confer lates
county, illegal militia to the border in case of neces hurn. fullness or heavy feeling
and laymen of the EDisoonal
in red hy the laws of the State
$2,500; prohate judge, $1,000; asses- votes were cast, but
Cnofessedly this Is more liquor
it
of New church
nowhere ap- sity. It also reported favorably House the stomach. Nausea.- DehnitHn
sor $3,500; treasurer, $4,500; surveyor
throughout the country as than even an
Mexico,
of the objects and pur
peared for which of the two contest- Bills Nos. 138 and 139.
tieaaacnes. Dizziness oil intestinal poses as and
$350 per annum.
can't"
ants these votes were cast, if these
prohibitionist
hereinbefore stated, the said eembied In Washington today for the
The committee on judiciary through griping. This will all
formal
go. and. hn- of the Bethlehem would consider as a reasonable shipThe county clerk is to have $1,500 two precincts are thrown out "as
opening
shall
have
corporation
also
fol
the
Chairman
they
Llewellyn, reported favor- sides, there will be no sour food left
Chapel of the Holy Nativity.
per annum for an assistant acting as must be, on account of the fraudulent ably House Bill No. 104,
The ment for personal use, and as there
lowing powers:
relating to over in the stomach to poison your
services,
which will continue the en- has been some suspicion concerning
1.
district clerk; the sheriff $1,500 for a and illegal votes cast therein," the powers of
To
hold
and
purchase,
in
mayors
incorporated breath) with nauseous odors.
tire week, were opened with a ser Vaughn before, together with the fact
kief deputy; $1,000 for a second dep- majority of Remigio Lopez Is increas
shares of Its capital stock;
municipalities. Also that House Bill
Pape's
is
mon
a
Diapepsin
certain
cuithis orning by BtehoD Turtle of that he has federal license to engage
2.
To
uty; $900 for a guard; $900 for Jailor; ed from 26 to 88.
No. 136 be recommitted for amend- for
sell, dispose of
stomachs, because It and deal Inpurchase,
Missouri, the presiding bishop of th in the 'barter, sale and exchange ot
$720 for assistant Jailer; $900 for
The report was adopted and Mr. Lo ments; that House Bill No. 135 do prevents fermentatKm
gen
personal property of all church.
and takes hold
era lexpense fund; 75 cents a day for pez retains his vote
alcoholic vinous and malt liquors,
by unanimous not pass because of its unconstitution of your food and digests !t Just the kinds;
ine Bethlehem Chapel of the Holv
there M some slight reason for lmag
To
enter
feeding the first ten prisoners;
50 consent. There was loud
into,
thai
Ji
.
,
make,
.
House
.
.
145
Bill
No.
ality;
same
perform
as if your stomach wiu't
do pass
1N.?,!,
applause
is to d a Tmmrtt tbo Nation InJnjs that he might have bepn
cents a day for each prisoner above when the chair announced
and carry out contracts of every kind
House substitute for House Bill No. I there.
this result
al Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul.
For sufficient oonslderatffllrj'
ten. The sheriff shall also bereim-urse- d
Senate Bill No. 112, appropriating as, oy Mullens, to authorize incorpor- Relief in Ave minutes from all and for every and any lawful purpose; tuo great
a portion of It, contrary to
wih
church
part
4.
mpisoopai
edifice
for all expense incurred in $12,500 for printing and
To
Issue
bonds, debentures or
supplies, re- ated municipalities to make perma stomach misery is at yfur drug store
K n M0nt st Albans' the ordinance of the city of Roswell
obligations of the company from Mm- - m
"'""i""""? pnHoners or insane per-- ported favorably by Chairman Burg nent improvements, was recommitted waiting for you.
one of the suburbs ofthenational in such cases made and
sons.
to tim for nnv nf ,
.
m.
provided and
of the ways and means commltee was to permit Llewellyn, Catron, Toombs
These large
cases of Pape's
ap,taL
of the edl- - against the peace and good order of
Thf
to
and
company,
secure
and others to prepare amendments.
same
the
1v
Diapepsin contain more than suffi
Beveral years
mortgage, pledge, deed of trust. nr "
W. E. Blanchard was caled to the cient to cure
by said city.
any case of Dyspepsia.
or London. When com- Jim Johnson's happening along Just
alaaP
otherwise;
chair, and House Bill No. 123, by Indigestion! or any other Stomach
Pleted
tbe
when
he did, was not purely accidentcatfledml
5.
is
In general to carry on anT ,th.
expected to
Speaker Baca, an act to enable school trouble.
in size and magnificence
as
he,
al,
together with Chief Stewart
er
in
business
connection with the obany
districts to borrow money for the pur
wtih the ex- - and Officer McDaniel had been on the
and
America,
jects
purposes
and
to
stated,
pose or erecting and purchasing
METHODISTS
CONVENE
the Catnedral of St John scene at South Spring and knew that
have and to exercise all of the pow L?1
school
and
buildings
Minneapolis, Minn., May 1. Inter-teres- t ers
purchasing
the contraband goods were there all
lu iNew IO City.
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school grounds, was passed unanim
laws
by
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the
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ocean traveler will owe a heavy debt
to those martyrs of the
Titanic wbose deaths revealed the
negluaaece that has grown up as a
result of the Increasing demand for
speed and luxury'
of gratitude

o

EDITOR

READ8

PARODY ON CREED

Senator Williams read to the senate
a parody on the Apostles Creed, as
follows:

I believe In Theodore Roosevelt,
maker of noise and strife, and In Am
bitlon his only creed (my Lord.) H
was born of the love of Power ard
suffered under William H. Taft; was
crucified, died and burled. He deInto Africa. The third year
scended
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
rose
attain from 'he jungle and
he
Dally, by Carrier:
into favor and sltteth on
Per Copy
$ .05 ascended
One Week
IB the right hand of His Party, whence
One Month
65 he shall come to scourge the living
Ob
7.50 and the dead
Year
I believe in the Holy Outlook, the
Mali
Dally by
b
lsgtlck, the Ananias club, the
One Year
$6.00
of political activities, the reSix Months
8.00
surrection of Presidential Ambitions
big stick, the Ananias club, the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
fore-Ame-

Amen, Amen.

GROWER

Year
8tx Months

(Thlcago

....$2.00
1.00

for Mall Subscriptions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
e responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on appl
(Oaah In Advance

inated as president It would seem
unlikely that a majority ot the voters
would both vote for the delegates
pledged to me and at the same time
express a preference for Mr. Taft,
but apparently this is what has hap
pened.
"Such being the case and on the
assumption that the prefential vote is
for Mr. Taft, I hereby announce that
I shall expect
these delegates-at-largto disregard the pledge to support me and support Mr. Taft; and if
any one of them hesitates so to do 1
shall immediately write him and urge
him with all the emphasis and insistency In my power to take the course
indicated and support Mr. Taft in the
convention.
"In this fight I am standing for certain great principles which 1 regard
as vital to the present and future welfare of this nation. My success Is
of value only as an incident to securing the triumph of these principles.
Foremost among these principles is
the rignt of the people to rule and
the duty of their representatives really to represent them, in nominating
conventions no less than In executive or legislative officers. If the
majority of the ranR and file of the
republican party do not wish me nominated, then most certainly I do not
wish to be nominated.
"My aim Is to ge the genuine expression of the geunlne desire precisely as If nominated, I should desire to get at the polls the genuine
expression of the majority of the
whole people; because my only purpose in being elated president would
be to put into effect certain principles and policies which I ardently believe and which I could not possibly
put into effect unless I had behind
me the hearty support of the jafa.jor-itof our cities. "
e

Entered at the postofflce at Eaat
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for transmission through the United States mails
as second class matter.
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instead of eight. The Taft teague has
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT decided to ask for a recount to demTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
onstrate the real intention of the rePAID FOR.
publican voters of the state."
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are guaranteed the
Both Sides Claim Victory.
and weekly circulation
Washington, May 1. Victory in the
of any newspaper in Northwestern Massachusetts presidential
primary
New Mexico.
was claimed today by both the Taft
and Roosevelt national campaign
FUNNY FEATURES ON THE
TELEPHONES
In a statemeut today Di
BTJ8INESS OFFICE
Main 2 managers.
Arizona Favors President
rector McKinley of the Taft national
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9
Phoenix, May 1. The executive
bureau declared that "President Taft
has carried Massachusetts beyond all committee of the Arizona republican
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 1912.
state committee met here today and
doubt," and that the Roosevelt
would
be "morally recommended to the full state committee that Arizona's delegates to the
bound to vote for President Taft.
national convention be chosen by a
Senator Dixon's statement on
OF
of Roosevelt gave but 14 dele- convention, the provisional date for
which was set for May 31 at Tucson.
gates to Taft. The McKinley state
The Taft men controlled the exement credited 26 to Taft and left the
cutive committee and by a vote of 13
ten
"doubtful."
other
to two Taft was Indorsed as Arizona's
The Dixon statement was in part
candidate for the presidency. Leadas follows:
ers of ithe committee declared the six
"Under all the conditions Massadelegates to be selected would be in
chusetts is as great a victory as structed for Taft.
The conditions in
Pennsylvania
rtion and picture of the escaped mur- pursuit of the man who had started
LKSSONS OF THE' FA NIC
Massachusetts were more favorable
derer, recognized his guest as a man south down the railroad tracks. They
Underwood Wins Florida
to the T$ft candidacy than in any
closely
resembling Goulet. The latter soon overtook and arrested him.
I.
Jacksonville,
Oscar
Fla.,
May
in the great mass oH
rtmony other sta in the union. If be could Underwood's lead over Governor appeared nervuus aJd his appearance
Goulet at first aenlcR he was the
in the senatorhJ investiga not can that state, he can
Au(li
carry Woodrow Wilson In yesterday's presi showed he had been on the road for fugitive msrderei and tot a time he
tion of the Titanic's wrt.'k and as a no state.
dential primaries in Florida was main- some time, as be was covered with' had his captors guessing as to wheth
result of the delving of reporters in
"This is the seventh republican tained hy scattering returns from the dust, had no coat and was nearly ex or they had the rfght man. However,
Mew York, sevenJ things of signifi state to ciect its
hausted. He ate ravenously. Real wben they brought him back here
delegated by pri- countr- districts today.
cance have come to tbi scrface. It is maries.
The complete volte will not be izing that Beaty had probably recog-- and placed him under j guard In the
They aggregate 232 delegates.
astonishing to learn, i r inocante, Out of these Taft has 14 in Massachu- knonw before late
tonight or tomor- - nized him, the man who proved later depot, they made a closer examination
that a wireless operator Ivho is actu setts, six in
Pennsylvania and two in row. Incomplete returns from Key to be Goulet, sudden tly concluded his of him, and discovered the stiff little
ally responsible at times for the Illinois, a total of 22 out of 232. This West, center of the
insupper and announced he had chang- finger on the right hand. The prisonsafety, of a ship gets the munificent is a
ed his mind about staying all night. er then admitted he was Goulet.
681
Underwood
give
Wil
dustry,
of
can
his
and
repudiation
salary of $25 a month aal 'found." didacy by those seven
son 98. Results In other cases show He paid for his meal and asked the
Brittain, Faulkner and Longino will
republican
On the same ship the chef com- states.
"Under this record Mr. Taft similar majorities.
Pensacola, and way to Estancia. Directed south he share in the $500 reward offered for
mands from $300 to $500 si mouth.
disappears as a possible republican Palm Beach have gone for Wilson left the hotel; walking along the New Gottlet's capture.
Captain Smith of the Titanic who al- candidate for the presidency."
incomplete count. Early returns in- Mexico Central tracks.
In the meantime Brittain, a farmer
most constantly held the lives or
Ithat Park Trammel! is leaddicated
The McKinley
statement was in
thousands in his hands hart a salary part:
ing his opponent, Cromwell Gibbons, residing a mile and a half west of
LIBRARY DEDICATED
here, arrived. Brittain had recogof $6,000 a year, or about as much
"The president has carried the in the contest for governor:
Cambridge, Mass., May 1. Today's
nized Goulet, who had stopped
as the highest paid chef in he ser- state at
large in the presidential prir
at neighboring farm house late in the celebration of Founders Day at the
vice.
mary vote by 5,000 majority, entitling
afternoon, and he followed him into Episcopal Theological school was
These things are of interest as in- him to receive the votes of the eight THEODORE OOULET IS
MoTntosh where he Informed Faulk- made notable by the dedication of the
dicating the qelative importance con- delegates-at-largof
regardless
ner
and
of the belief that new library presented to the school
the
ceded to th various i.oxltions by
AGAIN IN CUSTODY 'the maa Longiao
whether tjisby were elected on the
was Goulet. They imme- by the late John Gordon Wright of
directors of the stwitns'iip company. Roosevelt or Taft ticket."
diately armed themselves and went It Boston.
And it has been disclosed also that it
The failure of the Taft ticket of
PO- was because of the cheap wage of one delegates-at-largheaded by Senator SLAYEH OF ALBUQUERQUE
WHO ESCAPED JAIL,
or two wireless operators on other Crane, to run (even with President
IS RECAPTURED
ships that they disregarded the calls Taft throughout the state is attributA Chicken hasn't got a lot of comon sense
or tact,
for help. In more than one instance ed In the statement to the presence
Yet
N.
1
time
Theodore
M.,
she
Mclntosh,
May
an
a
had
egg
boats
every
lays
single
of nine instead of eight candidates for
large passenger
Goulet, the indicted murderer who esoperator, which meant that for a con- that office on the ballot.
She cackles forth the fact,
from the Bernalillo
that
each
of
siderable portion
day
"If the Massachusetts primary law caped Sunday
A Rooster hasn't got a lot of
connty jail at Albuquerque, was capintellect to show
hip was out of communication with means what it means in Illinois and tured a
Mcinshort
of
distance
south
on
Yet
less
the
the world. With a relief operator
none
most
Roosters
means
and
if
it
what
Pennsylvania
tosh about 7: SO o'clock lastt evening.
one of the neighboring ships to the the Roosevelt delegates and manaHave good sense enough to crow.
The
fugitive slayer surrendered withTitanic, probably most if not all ot gers themselves
claimed it meant out resistance when commanded to do
down
But man the greatest
the lives of those who went
when it was passed, the president so at the
masterpiece
point of guns In the hands
would have been saved. Much of the will receive the votes of the eight
H.
E.
of
Faulkner
That nature could devise
Brittain,
George
sensational charges, made against the delegates-at-larg- e
at the national and L, Lonuglno. He was brought
Will
often
and
dishesitate
be
stop
steamship directors must
convention," the statement concludes. back here by his captors and placed
counted. A great many of the charges
under a heavy guard in the depot of
Before he'l
are undoubtedly false and other
ADVERTISE
Roosevelt Refuses Delegates.
the New Mexico Central Railroad
It
have been exaggerated.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., May i. Colone!
where he was held a prisoner
hardly seems credible, for instance, Roosevelt renounced his claim tods, during the night, pending 'the arrival
that the Titanic carried no binoculars to the eight delegates-at-largto the of Sheriff Jesus Romero, of Bernalillo
for the use of the lookouts.
republican national convention elect- county: Chief of Police Thomas
It is evident that the equipments ed for him in Massachusetts yesterof Albuquerque, and Sergeant
for safety in ocean travel have been day. He telegraphed that he would John W. Collier, of the New Mexico
not
to vote for President mounted police, who left for this place
inadequate. But there can be
expect them
the slightest doubt that abuses and Taft, taking this action, he said, be- within an hour after being advised by
not
cause of the fact that President Taft telephone of the capture of Goulet.
neglect will be the exception and
me
of
lesson
The
futune.
the rule in
carried the state on the presidential The officers made the trip overland
A REAL OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
be
in an automobile from Albuquerque,
SERVICE
TftonH
itnarlv
joueht, must
preferential vote.
effect
mornan
at
hour
this
early
Colonel Roosevelt announced his arriving
learned and will nave lasting
OurSOfficelarid Studioil1 soonlbefapen and at
of ing. The Albtiquerque offiflcers posiAlready the liners are being fully decision in a statement,
copies
your Disposal
more
which he telegraphed to each of the tively Identified the suspect arrested
We
equipped with lifeboats. And
willfihelp "you make your Store Front Attractive. We will
as
Goulet.
announced
has
delegates-at-larg- e
than one company
ejected yespaint your Name and Signs that will be appealing and
The capture of the futigive murder
more eight
that its shipps wiU take a
terday. The statement follows:
er
SIGNS that will bring. 'more of the business that
was
a
effected
without
struggle.
southern route hereafter throughout
"In Massachusetts the ballot con- He
arrived here about 6: 30 p. m. com
should
be
to you.
entire
ot
the
coming
month
tained the names of eight candidates
practically every
ing from the west. He stopped at the
We have some very cleverIdeas for
are in for delegates-at-larg- e
wireless
operators
Better
your business and they
year.
with, printed Mcintosh hotel, conducted
by W. H.
are yours for the asking.
demand and better salaries will be under each, the words "pledged to;
he wanted supper and
Beaty,
Where economy must be vote for Theodore Roosevelt and also a room stating
paid them.
toi
the
night. However, while
observed, the saving will be on the contained a column In which the vot- eating supper, Beaty, who had been
on
not
chefs and other luxuries and
er was to express ais prefenence as to warned to be on the lookout for Goullfesaving equipment. Hereafter the whether I or Mr. Taft should be nom- - let, and who had received a deScrip
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Mr. and Mi's. O. A. Larrazoto went

MAY

COMING TO

Brown, an insurance man ot
J.
El Paso, was in La Vegas today on
business.
H. W. Hicks came in this afternoon
BESIEGED
TOWNSPEOPLE ARE
rrom his home in Albuquerque on
WITH REQUESTS FOR INFORjusiness.
MATION REGARDING ROOMS
W. C. Wicfcenhaiser, arrived this
afternoon from his home in El Paso
O'Malley,
Prom all sides Charles
on business.
of the Johnson-the
local
promoter
returned
O.
W.
Veeder
Attorney J.
Flynn bout, is receiving reports of j
this afternoon from a snort business letters received by Las Vegans from
trip to Santa Fe.
their friends over the country wno
this afternoon
N. Well arrived
write inquiring for accommodations
from his home in Ocate for a short In Las Vegas during the big battle.
visit In Las Vegas.
One prominent business man of Santa
John Ransdell, Santa Fe warehouse Fe has written asking about the chanforeman, left this afternon on a short ces for first class seats and room and
board for the fight and states that
trip to Wagon Mound.
R H. SpauHing of New York City half of the citizens of the Capital City
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon. will journey over to Las Vegas on
Mr. Spaulding will locate here.
the occasion of the championship
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad arrived match.
last night from Colorado ana was
A traveling salesman representing
in Las Vegas today on business.
a large wholesale drug house of Den
John H. Grant of El Paso arrived ver was in Las Vegas yesterday and
this afternoon from the Pass City on said a number of the druggists of
a short business trip to Las Vegas.
Denver are planning to charter a
J. E. Rogers, court steongrapher for special car for the trip to Las Vegas
the Eighth judicial district, arrived on July 4. He also stated that at
this afternoon from his home In Ra least calculations 2,000 of the fans
ton.
of that city would "vamos to Vegas"
District Judge David J. Leahy came for the big show.
e
from Santa
In this afternoon
All of the fans of the Duke City are
several
for
days planning to come to Las Vegas to
where he has been
see the match, and this will be some
on official business.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hunt, who crowd, as the attendance at the box
have resided In Las Vegas for the ing matches which have been held
past two years, left for their former regularly once a week for the past two
home In Fountain, lnd., this afternoon months In Albuquerque has shown
that most of the men of that city
en train No. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman left are enthusiasts right.
The men In Las Vegas are few and
this afternoon for their home In Sanbetween who haven't received letfar
returned
yes
ta Fe. Mrs. Bowman
terdav afternoon from a short visit ters from friends in the far east askIn Ocate and Mr. Bowman came in ing about the big bout and saying
that they will he here on July, next.
last night from Mora.
with bells on. Outsiders that long
afternoon
this
returned
D.
Hand
J.
since forgot that they had friends
from Albuquerque where he had been
In New Mexico are renewing their
sesceremonial
in attendance at the
correspondence and the topic of con- slon of the Shrlners of New Mexico,
vtJi sauoii ill stuu .uneaywjiueuuB
uaii
Mr. Hand was one of the 28 novices
be summed up as inquiries aboqt tht
the
of
Mystic
who became members
coming mill,
Shrine" at) this session.
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NIAGARA MAID DOUBLE
FINGER TIPPED

SILK GLOVES
Niagara Maul Silk Gloves,
clasp, Double Finger Tips,
White, Black or Tan, per
50c
pair
12 Button
Maid
Niagara
Silk Gloves, Double Finger
75c
Tips per pair
Button
16
Maid
Niagara
Silk Gloves, Double Finger
$1.00
Tips, per pair
Chamoisette 2 Clasp Gloves
2

25c & 50c
per pair
Chamoisette 16 Button
50c
Gloves per pair
Lisle 16 Button, Black and
White Gloves, per pair- 50c
- .

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

(The Popular Priced Store)
Ageat$ for The New Idea Pttterat

HOUR DAY LAW
Phoenix, Ariz., May 1. Nine hours
will constitute a day's work for all
women in Arizona, If the bill recommended today for passage by the
house, sitting as a commilttee of the
whole, becomes a law. The state med
ical bill, recognizing Christian ScienNINE

Phone Nam 104.

Cafe De Luxe

f

REGULAR DINNER

tists and osteopaths and requiring
all physicians and surgeons to post a
list of prices charged by them for
professional services, passed the sen
ate today.
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SUNDAY DINNER
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Finest A La Carte Bill in the State.
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25c
Bottles of Vinegar
10c Boxes Sheredded Cocoa nut-----

25c

.

Cans Dutch Cleanser
3 doz. Clothes Pins
2 Bottles Household Ammonia
5 lbs Hoyts Chick Feed
Large Bottle Blueing
Fine 20c Salmon
Electro Silicon
3 Rolls Toilet Paper
5 Boxes Maccaroni
3 Boxes Vermicello
1 lb Fine
Japan Tea
1 lb English Breakfast Tea
1 lb Gun Powder
Tea
5 Cans Sappolio
3
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111

Vina
nouJ rkt
Ul 1
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LAND

then sought to ascertain the attitude
the American government toward
a company composed in part of Japanese investors, Americano to control
of

Line of Groceries
3

BUY

(Continued from Page One)

25 Cent Store

Will be a Complete
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DID NOT TRY

25c
5c
25c
25c
10c
15c
10c
25c
25c
25c
45c
45c
45c
25c
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Telephone Main 8

the property. To this proposition
the department replied that It could
add nothing to its former statement
Since this reply the files of the department disclose no furthex communication wfth the Americans interested in the lands.
Under these circumstances, Secre-tar"The departKnox declared:
ment cannot assume there is any project on foot caflling for action on the
part of the United States."
The message precipitated a debate
in the senate. Senators Bacon and
Lodge concurred in the opinion that
if the Monroe doctrine did not cover
the situation a new doctrine covering
it could be created. Explaining his
reasons for calling for the correspondence, Mr. Lodge said It was to
prevent the development of any embarrassing situation witn reference to
Mexico and Japan. He said the time
had come when the United States
should take the position that neither
directly nor indirectly could any foreign government obtain the control
that
of land in this hemisphere
might constitute a menace to the

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Manufacturing

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

BakingPowder

Distributing
Agents

town.

The caucus last night selected Henry G. Wason of Pittsburgh for state
chairman to succeed Henry F. Walton
of Philadelphia, and W. Nevln Dietrich of Chambersburgh for secretary
of the state committee to succeed W.
Harry Baker, Harrlsburg. The Pen
rose men have held no caucus.
Late In the afternoon the above
men were nominated and a platform
adopted. The platform adopted by
the convention says that financial
and industrial combinations that dom
inate the life of the nation have
grown up since the elimination of
the first "special privilege, numar,
slavery.
The guiding spirit of the American
peoJe tn P'atform continues, ha1
ROOSEVELT CONTROLS raised a ijilflfilfl to destroy special
privilege of his day. The same power
now raises another leader, Theodore
PENNSYLVANIA MEET Roosevelt, fashioned by temperament,
character and human experience to
direct the battle against special privIN HARRIS-BURSTATE CONVENTION
ilege of our own time.
BY HIS
DOMINATED
"Obeying the clear mandate of the
FOLLOWERS
republican voters of Pennsylvania,
we pledge cur support to Theodore
Harrlsburg, Pa., May I. The reRoosevelt for the republican nominaIn
session
state
convention
publican
United
here today is under the control of the tion for president of the
States."
The
is
by the
party
pledged
Roosevelt force headed by former
to
these
principles:
platform
State Senator William Flynn of PittsDirect primaries for all candidates
adburgh. Before the convention
for public office.
Is
It
the
Flynn
planned by
journs,
Election of United States senators
men to put through a program that
direct vote.
will be progressive from top to bot by
Limitation
of the amount that may
tom.
be contributed and spent in any genThe regular republican
eral election.
which lost control of the state
organization as a result of the primary
vote cast April 13, has hut one can
HAVE YOU MONEY
didate In the field, Charles F. Wright
To loan on good first mortgages on
state
the
of Susquehanna county,
T
We can
treasurer, who seeks a renomlnatlon. city and ranch property
at once
10
cent
2,B00
at
per
place
The Roosevelt slate for the four
where the security is ample and the
candidates to be nominated for
Is as follows: Fred party good. Phone or call Invest40.
Lewis, Allentown; John M. Morln, ment and Agency Corpn., Main
Pittsburgh; Arthur P. Rupley, Car George A. Fleming, Manager.

BAIN

WAGONS

WEBER

The product of
Grapes r
Anderson H. Waljlersi Johns- -

Jeweler and Optician.

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Drcream
Prices
lisle;

$1.00
$2.00
$2.00
$5.00

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

made wJtJi

EMERSON
McCORMICK

FATHER WILL OPPOSE SON
Pottsvllle Pa., May 1 Much
is manifested In the trial of the
who
seven residents of Mlnersvll'e
ith
In
killing
are
Jail here charged
Michoel Sweldaw during a quarrel
over religion. The cases are among
the first on the calendar of the May
term of the criminal court, which
will convene next week. An unusual
feature of the t'al will he the. spec
tacle of father pnd son appearing as
District Attorney
oDooslnK counsel.
C. A. Whitehouse will act as prosecutor, while his father, W. J. White- house, will appear as counsel for the
defense.

Fall Line of

THE PLAZA

VEHICLE
HARNESS

A:

hoods of the Old Land, which has a
membership of 760,000, and the primary object ot their trip lb. ts to attend a meeting soon to be held In
Toronto for the organisation of a
similar brotherhood to embrace all
of the existing evangelical brotherhoods and societies in the Dominion.,

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES

SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.
nual convention at the University of
Notre Dame. Thomas 8. Lee of
Provlndence, R. 1, president-genera- l
of the society, called the gathering
to order and President Cavanaugh of
the university welcomed the visitors
The sessions will continue fcTSl
5
days.

CONNECTICUT
FOR BALDWIN
PRIE8TS SILVER JUBILEE
NEW HEAD OF WIL80N COLLEGE
L--jsi
Oonn.,
May 1. PracticBribgeport,
gatherlarge
St Louis, May
Chambersburg, Pa., May 1. In the
all of the delegates are here for
ally
Catholic
Roman
prelates,
of
ing
presence of a notable gathering of
State convention
priests and laymen took part in the the Democratic
American educators Dr. Anna J.
Mc-Kea-

formerly of the Wellesley college faculty, was Installed today as
The
president of Wilson College
principal address at the inauguration
exercises was delivered by President
Ellen Fltz Pendleton of Wellesley.
CHURCHMEN TO VISIT CANADA
London, May 1. A party of more
than one hundred noted clergymen
lnd religious workers of the United

Kingdom sailed from Bristol today
Canada.
They are of leers and
members of the Federated Brother-- 1

which is to name the delegates from
Connecticut to the national convenThe convention
tion at Baltimore.
meets tonight for organization and
will then adjourn until tomorrow,
when the real business will be trans
acted. The convention i
ed to disclose the real
the Nutmeg State for
nomination. The pree
for the Connecticut
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
South Bend, lnd., May 1. Many a complimentary vol
I
persons of prominence were In at-f- Simeon E. Baldwin
tenndance today whep the American Ing begins at Bait
Irish Historical society opened Its an io twait developentSj!
celebration today of the sliver Jubilee of Rev. J. J. O'Brien, pastor of
St. Margaret's church of this city.
The program opened this morning
with solemn high mass at the church
In the prscace of a large audience.
Bishop Tlhen of Lincoln, Neb., a lifelong friend of Father O'Brien, pleached the jubilee sermon.

SL AUGHT E

SALE

ON WEDNESDAY MAY I

BeYourOwnChel

The entire stock purchased of the Graaf
Co., will be put on sale. In order to
clean out this Big Stock we will cut prices regardless of cost,
EVERYTHING MUST GO
Now is the chance to fit out the family at
your own prices,
Dry-Good-

With K C Baking Powder any
housewife can easily make biscuits, cakes and pastries that surpass the product of the world's
greatest chefs. A trial will prove
that to your entire satisfaction.

Send for the
KC

Cook's Book

See below
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United Statues.

Senator Rayner said that If Japan
established a base of supplies or coalNATIONAL CAPITAL HORSE SHOW
ing station In Mexico he would reWashington, May 1. A notable
the act as a declaration of war.
feature of the second annual Nation- gard
At the same time Mr. Rayner, strongal Capital Horse show, which opened
ly contested the right of the United
today at Potomac Park, Is the large
to Interfere with the rights ol
number of trained chargers entered States
Mexico to sell land to foreign citiThe
officers.
States
United
army
by
dishow will continue until the end of zens and presented a resolution
re
on
committee
the
foreign
recting
In
dollars
thousand
Six
the week.
to investigate the question.
prizes will be distributed among the lattons
and the president
resolution
The
owners.
message were referred to the commit
tee on relations.
The Optic prints all the news.
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Flaky Biscuits
Delicious Cake

1

WINTERS DRUG CO.

1012.

Baked

to Santa Fe this afternoon.
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving out
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

1,
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EVERYBODY

PERSONALS

WEDNEMAX

A lifetime of pleasant
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s

if you use
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Ounces

POWDER
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Dont forget the date

Wednesday flay ist.

Complies with the National and State Pnre Pood Ijiws. Send for the K C
Cook' Book. You can hove a copy FREE. The K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
recipes, sent free npon receipt of the colored
certificate packed in the
can. Send it today.
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Mfg. Co., Chicago
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LADY OF DOUBT

no doubt It is heat tiLa what was his purpose? ana Wnmt
The less you understand, the bet- has become of Kric?"
THE LOBBY
ANO CAFE
She wrinkled her brows in perplexter we shall get along, .Major; the
will
you obey my ity, her hands nervously clasping the
8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
By
only question being,
back of a chair.
orders?"
it
THE
BEST
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Author of" Lore Under Fire," 'My Lady of the North,"
"Had I Inclination otherwise I fear
"It Is like being
by a
I should find it impossible."
lawyer. Perhaps if the secret was all
Illustrations by HENRY THIEDE
"I hardly know whether that remark my own I might freely confide it to
&
Co.
Mil
be complimentary or not You might you. I do not promise I would, but I
Garrricbl A. C McCun
SOCIETY ANO
mean that no other course was left might As it is, I do not yet know
(Continued from Yesterday)
anramea. tie surveyed me calmly, you."
yon quite well enough. I believe you
rubbing his bald head with one hand.
"Which I suspect is true, although if to be Major Lawrence, that you are
1
r
"You will pardon the delay, sir," h
-CHAPMAN LOOQE NO L A F.
it proved so I should willingly trust all you represent yourself, but I am
OI 'id? Don"t be
Wittc
O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
said calmly. "But circumstances have myself to
your guidance, because of pledged to silence, and the lives of
Unreasonable! Boy. as he Is, no one In arisen
I.
Bosniar
Meets every Monday evening at
the
original plana. my Talth In you."
changing
all that crew of ragamuffins has done
others depend upon my keeping faith.
munlcatlon first and
their hail on Sixth street All visitWill you kindly accompany met"
"That
is
much
better," her eyes You cannot urge me to do what I deem
Bi greater harm
Again and again he
I don't wish to
third Thursday In
ing brethren cordially invited to attlaughing, yet as swiftly sobering again. wrong?"
has learned our secrets and brought be"But where, Peter?
seen by these new arrivals."
month.
hroLh- end. J . f Frldenstlne, N. G.;
Is
"But
It
foolish
of
to
Visiting
us
waste
time
I
In
shall
information
believe
our
"No;
of
you."
Washington
always
plans,
"Have no fear, sir," condescendingin such silly speeches. There is too
frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
"I thank you for that," and her
Invited
flow he does it Is the mystery of this
cordlally
ly, and with an authoritative wave of much waiting attention. Fortunately hand was extended
. R.
(epartment Howe has personally of- ihp hand. "The officers are at
frankly; "I would RATES FOR CtASSIFIED AOVER N. O. Herman, W. M--;
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer;
Murray,
table, this house is not without its secrets, reveal one of the mysteries of last
fered a thousand pounds for his arrest.
C. V. Hedgcock,
TI8EMENT8
Secretary.
cemetery trustee.
and will know nothing of our move- for when built by my
grandfather this night If I was not fearful It might cost
Burely you know that Last night I
ments."
was the frontier."
me your respect"
thought we had him in our power, but
Five cents per Una
i .......
I followed meekly enough, and bo
LAS VEGA 8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2, J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545,
"But does not Grant know?" I asked
"How could that be possible?"
the Tery devil seems to protect him
Estimate
six
led the way up the broad stairs to the soberly. "I understood he
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
words
a
ordinary
to line.
"Because It might appear to you that
from capture, even when luck brings
played here
No ad to occupy less
second story, turning to the left In the as a boy, and there Is not much a lad ( had been
in the vestry
month
the
Tuee-aof
conhim fairly within our grip."
conclave
Tuesday
second
two
than
own
space
unwomanly. My
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
"And so you came her to search for upper hall, and coming to a pause be- falls to learn."
science is clear, for my purpose exon- Hnee. All advertla.menta
in each month at Ma
day
charged
"He is not without knowledge, erates me, but this
1 could feel the bitter scorn fore a partially opened door. A glimpse
JrtmT
o'clock p. nu Visiting brothers are
might fall to will be booked at ep,c ,ctu,y tet sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. C. D.
within made me deem It a music room, surely, but here is something he never understand unless Iyou
III lh vnlco
"In hla father's h ATM A
made
fuller ex- without regard to number of words
Invited
Isaac Appal,
oord'.r.lly
1
8.
Chaa
Re
Tamme.
Boucher,
aIon
ft;
meT
I
would never have trust- planation than is now possible. I have Cash In
discovered.
T certainly did," angrily. "I shall ItJou-advance preferred.
President: Charles Oreenclay,
corder.
ed him with the secret, and yet, as
aearch the house from cellar to garret wa.J;
which
cannot
be betrayed."
You win enter
lr wn'l 1 return short a time as I have known you, I duty
I gazed into her eyes, her hand still
before I leave"
t0 the KUestS belOW."
H"Bnt von r nn n.ml.
have no hesitancy. Isn't that a frank in mine, conscious that her cheeks
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
With one glance Into this perfectly confession, sir?"
"Damn the parole. What do I care
were flushing.
It was impossible for
MASONS Regular convoca KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNCIt
ARCH
sus"One I mean you shall never re- me to conceive of her performing an
tor a pledge given to a band of plun- expressionless countenance, half
NO. 804.
Meets second and foartl
tion first Monday la each
of some new trick, I stepped gret."
.
action.
dering outlaws? And what do I care picious
unwomanly
in O. R C. hall.
Temmonth
Masonic
at
Thursday
across
the
The
threshold.
curtains
am
"I
of
sure
I
"I prefer to ask nothing," I said
that; yet shall not
for Eric? He chose for himself, and were
ple, at 7:30 am. M. R.
Visiting members are oer
drawn, and the room seemed betray everything even to you. Please frankly, "althoueh I should never mis
has no right to expect any mercy from dark after
e
of the hall. 1 face about with area to the front win construe
the
dlally invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K
Williams, H. P.; F. O
you might care to
anything
me, and by all the gods, he'll receive advanced a
E. P. Meckel. F. 8
step or two, almost con- dow. Yes, so; bow do not look around say."
Blood. Secretary.
none. I half believe that attack last vinced
was
the
until I tell you."
apartment
"I think yon suspect already, and I
'
(light was his planning, and that now when a voice addressed me.unoccupied,
OPTIC 8 NUMBER. MAIN E
I heard her cross the room,
her should far rather tell you the truth
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. B. P. O. ELKS Meets cecoud ai
yon have him hidden away here. Now
"Under more
conditions, skirts rustling slightly, and then the myself than have you learn it In some
listen to me! I do not desire to be Major Lawrence,favorable
8, Meets first and third Fridays in
fourth Tuesday evening of east
would give me faint clicking of some delicately ad- other way. The lieutenant of Light
it
tarsi), but I'm a soldier. My men are pleasure to welcome you to the hospi- justed mechanism. As this sound
Masonlo Temple. Mrs. T. & Bowen,
month at O. R. C. hall.
visito.
last
attacked
who
night
you
Dragoons
not armed, but there are enough out talities of Elmhurst."
O.
James
Worthy
brothers
Matron;
are cordially Invited. G.
her
voice
Rutledge
ceased,
was
not
brother."
spoke.
again
my
there to handle the servants
.
,
r
WAHTtin
Um
I swung about as on a pivot and saw
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler
D
ana board for a
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
"Now, Major, the way 1b opened for
"Was not Eric? And yet you knew' .....,.-IVUNo one can get out of this
her standing with one hand upon the a safe retreat Behold what has been him?"
Secretary. Phone Main 328, 120
'"""s
Condon, Secretary.
cuupie on a ranch or farm,
bouse without being seen; I've attendhigh back of a chair, her blue eyes accomplished by the genii of the
i may rrom four to
Grand
"Very well, indeed," her eyes falling,
ed to that"
eight week
smiling merrily. I felt the hot rush of lamp."
"because it was myself."
state terms, location, etc. Address
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
"And you propose searching the blood
to my cheeks, the quick throb of
She was standing at one side of
mrs. ueua stuever, 1616 South Sev FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
rooms?"
NO.
day evenings each month, at Wood
I
I
with
which
her.
what had been the fireplace, but now
pulse,
recognized
10J Meets every Monday night at
emn street St. Louis, Mo.
1 do. If you had been a little more was
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
so surprised that, for the Instant, the entire lower portion of the great
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
genial I might have exhibited greater the words I sought to utter choked In chimney had been
Invited to attend. A. M
reveal
dially
swung
aside,
courtesy. But I haven't any use for my throat.
WANTED
Woman for general house 8 o'clock.
an opening amply large enough for
Visiting members are
lng
Adler,
President; E. C. Ward, Se
never
Now
and
had.
pSric,
you know
"You have not suspected?" she the entrance of a man. I took one
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street.
cordially welcome. B. E. Gehrlng,
retary.
the truth."
CONVINCED
"You
did
asked.
not know this was step forward to where I could perceive WERE NOT TO BE
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
"It merely illustrates mors clearly my home?"
the beginning of a narrow winding
H. Bally, treasurer.
TRtTBTWnontiw
MJUIN
wnmon
your character."
Or
vrxiinx
ATTORNEYS
"Nothing was farther from my stair leading down into intense black Violin Maker's Work So Good the
"You are always free enough with
wanted as local representatives of
I exclaimed hastily. "All I ness. Then I
thoughts,"
It
Into
aside
Not
her
Would
glanced
Critics
Accept
MODERN
WOODMEN OF AM ER '
your comments. I shall do my duty knew of your home was that it was eyes.
responsible manufacturer.
HUNKER A HUNKER
High
as His Own.
to the King."
Meet in the forest of brother
class merchandise and clean
situated somewhere in the Jerseys. But
"The concealment was perfect," I
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester a. Hunk
selling
love at Woodmen of the Wor
"Very well, sir," and the Incensed wait, perhaps I begin to understand
exclaimed in admiration. "Where does
methods. $12.00 per week guaran
no easy matter for a
is
While
It
at Law.
Attorneys
lieutenant pushed back his chair. the lieutenant who brought me here; the staircase lead?"
hall, on the second and fourth
teed on easy conditions, with posviolin maker to rival the famous
I.as Vegas.
New Men
"Then we clearly understand each oth- his voice has been echoing in my ears
"To a very comfortable room under- Stradlvarius Instruments, an Amerl
of each month at 8 p m. C. Cl
siDiiity of 130.00 and advance. Ex
er at last I am sincerely glad of it.
It had not been used for a can maker once did this, and did it
G.
ground.
VJ
Consul;
Laemmle, Clerk.
From now on I shall never again be
ineuce not necessary. Manufac
generation until this war began. Eric in so effectual a manner that experts
LOCAL TINE CARD
lng neighbors are especially
turer, Box 278, Philadelphia.
guilty of mistaking you for a friend or
and I learned of its existence by acci- pronounced his violin a genuine
come and cordially Invited
a gentleman. No, I have no wish to
dent, while rummaging over some of Stradlvarius.
The successful man
listen to another word; you have
our grandfather's old papers. I was was George Gemunder, who died Borne WANTED Three or four rooms for
EA8T BOUND
underI
apoken frankly enough, and
EL
DORADO
1, Arrive
LODGE
NO.
about sixteen then, and shall never ten years ago. His remarkable abil
Bight housekeeping, with
modern
stand the situation. Perhaps it is only
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets No. 2.. . 9:10 p. m.
forget our first exploration. We found ity as a maker of violins was known
:15 p
improvements.
Address Room 20.
anger, but it gives me the excuse I
down there then but a rough to many a distinguished player, such
nothing
every Monday eve No. 4.. .11:06 p m.
11:10 P. m
Pension
Hotel.
Jiave been seeking after a long while
la
bunk, an old lanthorn, and the leath- as Ole Bull, Remenyi and Wilhelmj,
nlng In Castle Hall No. 8.. . 1:15 a m
1:25 a m
in vain. Whatever claim you may
ern scabbard of a sword. But since but he achcieved so runs the story
have had upon my regard in the past
Visiting Knights art No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m.
2:10 p. m
then Eric has been compelled to hide his greatest success at the last Paris
Is over with, forever over with, CapInvited
cordially
there twice to escape capture, and we exposition. To that exhibition he sent
r,
tain Grant"
Chas. E. IJebsoh
have made the room below more com- an imitation Stradlvarius, and, to test FVR. DPMT. ruiuumeu
room with or
WEST BOUND
"But but surely"
without board. 717 Sixth street.
fortable. You will be obliged to grope Its merits, had It placed on exhibition
nier, Chan eel loi No. 1
1:20 p. m.
1:45 P. av
"1 mean precisely that. You can
your way down the stairs, but at the as the genuine article.
ommanQeT- - Harry No. 3
6:10 a m
6:16 p. m
cover your despicable actions with the
bottom will discover flint and steel,
A committee of experts carefully ex FOR ftciN i Kanch
' No. 7
Martin, Keeper
near
Wairnn
m.
4:60 p. r
4:40
p.
gloss of military duty, but I know you
and a lantern with ample supply of amined the instrument and pronounced
Records and Seal.
Mouua, 50 acres
row jsjjawengeful liar. Treat this
in cultivation
No 9
6:86 p. m
7:00 p. m
candles. Peter will bring you food, if It a Stradlvarius. So far Gemunder's
horses and all machinery furnished
ou please. I refuse to have
you need remain there for long!"
trumph was complete, but now came
"UUH
,.
ieallngs or words with you.
pamy rurnished. Very easy
"Peter! Then he is In the sceret?" a difficulty. When he claimed that it
terms. Inquire 523 Sixth
RSm you &nd your men' 88 1
Is in all secrets," she con"Peter
one
new
old
violin
a
not
was
an
but
street;
"""others suffering from hun- East Las Vegas, N. M.
fessed. "Prom him nothing is hid, at made by himself, the committee
Jti it ends all. If you search
so far as may concern the Mortileast
would not believe him. They declared
lbs. or More, Eaek Delivery
vo it by force, and in any
fOe per ittf Ik
mer family. You have yet to Iearthe that he had never made the instru
"um'-S-ix
:oom house, partly
LOM lbs. to 2,00 ibm.. Each Delivery
add. ase, but expect no asslst- 2So per 1M Is
of Peter, Major ,ew-rencan
ment
deep
him
and
subtlety
Impospronounced
furnished, irrigated garden. On car
2v Ik... U 1,00 lbs. East, Delivery
SOc per IN le,
sir,
He sees all things, retains1 all tor. He had done his work too well.
fjon of8, 1 bid you good-dahe
d Peter to call you when "You Have Not Suspected?"
line.
$io
6e.bs.to 2M Iba. Each Delivery
month.
per
Cutler
and
reveals nothing."
4Se per 1S Ik,.
result
Not Know Tfils things,
Asked.
7You
Dd
Brothers.
Leas Than St Iba, Each Delivery
"A discovery already made."
Ste per too lbs
Was My Home?"
New Xvready." ot tne floor fis he
Coon
or
Terrier.
Pig
No, barely glimpsed; no short ac- cance hato tn4, nB,, havine-- nn
William Haynes tells an amusing
all night in familiarity. He is some Quaintance such as yours has been
.
I kl
could ever serve to reveal the char
xsaoniByaugnt listening. My own near relative of yours this Eric?"
story of the Scottish terrier's appearIsitiBt a more unpleasant and haz- - "Oh, you have
overheard? You acter of Peter. Since babyhood he has ance in Outing. He says:
FOR SALE-Stri- ctly
ioui!m
.ever. Whatever reason know the name
new A-- l fumed
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
"I always smile when I think of an
through bearing Cap- been my monitor and guide, and still
oan and leather furniture
the UeuWiJnr might have for holding tain Grant speak?"
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
he remains to me a silent mystery."
and dla
experience a Scottle and I had when
mJPpmoJer I' was convinced he posing room set. Inquire L. C. Wltten
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
I was at the university. The dramatio
"An oM servant?"
"Yes; I could not very well help dosessed no knowledge as to my real ing so. Peter had stationed me in the "Yes, born to the position, his father club was presenting one of Flnero's
at Cbas. Ilfeld Co.
Identity. The probability was that aftbut there was nothing said serving before him. There Is no' doubt farces, and I was lucky enough to be
er an interview I would be released. library,
between you two to make me suspect In my mind but what he knew of this playing the part of a' young scape FOR SALE Ruff piv....v
inJBut Grant would recognize me
'""uuiii noes
secret passage before Eric and I were grace. In one of the acts, I used to
your Identity."
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
stantly, and he proposed searching the
"You supposed me to be the lieuten- born. No that he has ever confessed take a Scottle on the stage, and when
filled till July
Mrs. M. E. Stev-eabouse, room by room, seeking this ant?"
as much, yet I am convinced our dis- not before the footfights she mounted
Humboldt Kansas.
man Eric. I must make my escape first.
In
incidenroom
of
it
covery
my
no
guard
dressing
I
to
should
brought
not? The voice was
surprise
"Why
Yet how could this be accomplished?
same; at least sufficiently similar Peter. What do you suppose his age tally, she made things very uncomI heard Peter pass along the hall, and the
to
fortable for one of the ladles of the
be?"
to deceive me, and he never addressed
Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S D
solemnly announce the serving of you In a way to arouse my
who came, in my absence, says:
mine" reverted to that exprescompany
My
"I
suspicions.
breakfast. He and Grant exchanged Is
sionless face without a wrinkle la it to borrow a filling! of tobacco for his for over suffered with rheumatism
brother named Eric?"
your
eight years, and it seemed at
a few sentences, and then the latter "Yes; I told you, did I not,
I would go crazy with
that we to that totally bald head, and my an- pipe.
"f68
strode to the front door, where he are twins? The
time-to
room
"One
came
swer
back
was
my
the merest guess.
physical resemblance
bottles of Foley Kidney pain.
gav- - orders to the men. I watched between us Is very
to find It in an uproar. Two stage cured my
pills
"Oh, possibly fifty."
no doubt
strong;
and I
tit rman officers come up the steps, our voices sound alike also, or would T told you you were far from know- hands were plunged deep in discus- commend rheumatism
them.V-- 0.
G. Shaefer, Red
whjs the majority of the others form-lu- g to a comparative stranger. Will you ing Peter," she laughed. "He Is seventy-t- sion as to whether Betty was a dog, Cross
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom
Drug Co.
among al
into Irregular line, marched around not be
and, would you believe ft, until or a tame bear cob, a debate that was
We shall not wo,
of
seated,
those
Major?
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
the corner of the house. A small squad have
third
a
this
war
eame, was never ten miles quite seriously complicated by
to converse, and there is
3. E. McKeen,
1301
"remained, however, on guard, facing much long
nevoid.
stoutly maintaining that she was a street, Wichita.
to be said before those down- from this spot."
That property you want to sell is ,WORTH MOST to someentrance.
front
the
"And since?" recalling the events of coon. They had long since passed suffered from
stairs complete their rather frugal
one
who
reads the ads. in j this newspaper and would never
kidney troub1", had sethe retort courteous stage and were vere
meal Peter has promised to delay the night before.
across my back, and was
pains
CHAPTER XIV.
I
of
at
almost
I
hear
that
and
doubt
blows,
"He
has made it his duty to attend
your property unless it were advertised here.
all played out. I beean takw tiv,w
serving as much as possible, but, as
our larder Is not extensive, at best It me; he has become my shadow. Prom could have convinced them, had she Kidney Pills and soon there
was a denot spoken for herself her bark
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
Again the Lady.
will not be
You overheard Cap- the humdrum experience of a respectcided improvement. Finallv th
1 must think rapidly,
of
conclusive
and act as tain Grant's long.
her
being
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
proof
able
house
(and
servant
he
has become the
left entirely and I am fully cured oft
threat?"
quickly. Yet, If what Grant had said
"To search the house for your broth- very spirit of reckless adventure he
all
used
my
kidney trouble." O. G. Shhae--'
machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
was true, that he had already posted er
has journeyed to New York, to Trencross
yes."
ter,
tea
Co.
Drug
and
musical instruments.
on
sort,
each
side
the house, then
guards
"He will carry it out," quietly, her ton, to Philadelphia, to
Ne Place for a Washington.
escape by daylight was practically Im- eyes, no
...
TtT
for"Night
riding with Hessian
Dr. R. J. Campbell,
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
mrs. wm. a. Allen, Chacon, N. M,
longer smiling, on my face.
the English
possible. From all I could see there "There has
never been friendship be- agers," I broke in, "disguised in a Christian-Socialis- t,
was condemning, had so severe a cough that it neriv
was no concealment close at hand,
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
possible
Hanger's uniform."
at a luncheon in Philadelphia, a cer- choked her to death. Mr Allen save- and while the fellow were without tween those two, and of late my own
"Well,
she
best
yes,"
markets!
berelations with Captain Grant have
dimpled quietly, tain type of modern business man.
We tried many things without helparms, yet their numbers were sufficient
"This type of man," he said, "is pre- ing her when by good luck 1 eot. w.
very unpleasant I think he is "even that."
to make any attempt at running their come
I
waited
for
of an opportunity to thus
something more, some cisely opposite to George Washing- ue or roiey s Honey and Tar Com
lines extra hazardous. And I had much almost glad
some authority over me. Ha explanation of what all this concealed. ton. Washington got on by telling pound. It helped her at once
and fin
at risk, for if taken it would be as a exercise
"You trust me with so much," I venIs the kind of a man who must either
the truth. This man gets on by lying. ally cured her. It is the best mediepy, and not a mere prisoner of war. rule or ruin. Convinced
when
she
tured,
continued
cine we ever used." O. G. Shaefer,
silent, "It
"It reminds me of a story.
that Eric is
There was no place for concealment In concealed
"A very successful business man Red Cross Drug Co.
here, he will search the would seem as if you might tell me
the library, but there might be
even
more."
as much to spite me as for any
took bis son into his employ, and the
in the attic, or on the roof. house reason.
"I cannot perceive whereby any
I should only laugh at
other
Jas. C. Dahlmann, servimr his third
youth, after a few days' work, enwas
The chance
worth the trial, and
further confession would serve you. tered his father's office and said dis- term as mayor,
for
but
your
him,
presence."
Omaha, Nebr.. aealn
there could be no better time for such
I
Yet
have not refused to answer any consolately:
was successful In receiving the over- "Then your brother Is not here?"
an experiment than while the three off" 'Dad, I'm afraid I shan't make
"Certainly not; Eric Is In no danger question surely. It Is hardly safe for
support of tlyj voters in the
icers were at breakfast. Whatever
us to remain here so long, and yet If good here. You see, I'm not used to wneiming
but, Major Lawrence, you are."
primary election. He also succeEfni.
remained about the house
t sen; ants
"
there
be
to
ask
The earnestness with which she
something you wish
ly rid himself of a bad case of
lying.'
rwould be busily employed also, and
kidney
"You could scarcely expect me to
"But the father laughed easily.
trouble by the aid of Fole Kidney
spoke made my heart leap. Whatever
probably I should have the entire up- the girl's political sentiments
"
be
'if
tell
truth
he
the
without
I
and
'Oh,'
you
Pills,
have
entirely
writes:
"I
said,
have
curiosity.
might
taken Folper portion to myself. Deciding to
been
on the highway, brought in a place like this, everybody'U be ey Kidney Pills and they have
she was
given
Snake the venture I had my hand on be, of once plainly desirous of serving here acaptured
me
a
vou're
me,
great deal of relief, so I rhpr- prisoner, and held under guard ijv$
lying, anyway.'"
again exposing herself in
(the knob of the door, when it was
I
fully recommend them." What Me
my defense. Yet her words, the frank all night.
supposed myself in Britopened quietly from without, and I expression of her eyes, gave no sug- ish hands, only to discover
Kidney Pills have done for Mayor
that you
the
sudden
startled
by
appearance
(was
Dahlmann they will do for any other
of sentiment she was but a have again intervened to save me.
gestion
excitement
Peter.
f
Whatever
may friend, an ally, performing a woman's Surely there must be a
Wlgg "The doctor told him to oerson bothered with backache, rheukey to all this
Jbave prevailed among the other mem
in the war game.
If, as I suspect, It was your avoid rioh things." "Wag "And yet matism, or any other form of kldne-mystery.
part
bers of this peculiar household this! "But I fall to understand"
brother, Eric, who led the attack on ho persists in falling in love with or bladder trouble. Just try them for
model servitor remained wltludieiilty
"You mean me? Oh. welL you are me. baying mistaken me fgr another,
quick and permanent results. O n EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
every heiress he meets."
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co.
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equips
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A
PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

E
The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?

Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, tj f

J

2

The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

Al

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
A.' Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

A

3

3
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE

A

IN

2.
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"

pay less

and

I
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Make a Start Now;
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Tit drlm of Old Taylor bourbon
at the R&ra Bar.

And see how much better you will feel at the end of the month.

TAKE CARE OF THE PENNIES
And the Dollars will take Care of Themselves
WE SAVE YOU MONEY

On nearly everything you need for your table.

IKE DA VIS
The Cash Crocer,

THURSDAY

...SPECIALS...
For 50 ft. i in. Rubber Guaranteed Hose
For 50 ft.
in. Rubber Guaranteed Hose
For
Brass
Nozzles
35c
2 So
95o for 1.25 set of Mrs. Potts Sad Irons
25 rolls Toilet Paper for $1.00 worth 1.25
6 rolls 10c Toilet Paper for 4Bo
29o for 40c Brass Wash Boards
25o for 35c Brooms
l2o for 20c Pail Wash boards
18o for Colored Table Oil Cloth
20o for White Table Oil Cloth

$3.95
$4.20

Complete soda water fountain for
sale cheap. White Kitchen.

Give it a Trial

m

WEDNESDAY

If you wish to sell your ranch or
city property list them with P. J.
Wesner, 6 12 Lincoln avenue.
Flnch'i Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
A few more of the Vitagraph pos
tals left, including some of Jean the
Vitagraph dog, will be given out at
the Photoplay theater tonight.

3--

4

$4.95 FOR $7.50 COLLAPSIBLE

WITH HOOD

T

AM) RUBBER TIRES

For Sale Seevral city homes and
mountain ranches on easy terms, also
a good paying business for $600 cash
P. J. Wesner.

Per Cent discount on any
Blankets or Comforts.

20

Ghe

The Harmony club will hold Hb
regular fortnightly meeting tomor
row afternoon with Mrs. Richard
Prltchett at her home 1104 Lincoln

ROSENTHAL

OPPOSITE THE Y. M. C. A.

tT

avenue.
MICHAELS.

STEKM&Ca

ftOCHKSIkL

On Friday evening in the Woodmen
of the World hall on Sixth street the

MONARCH
JAMS and JELLIES
AS-G- OOD

OR

BETTER
than can be made in your own home.

Only 25c per glass

J. H. Stearns
(PURE THINGS TO EAT)
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ealic-
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-

yo

othen

Jefferson Raynolds President
Vice
nwett Kaynoias Lasnier
President
'o it pynolds
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
adduota.se, fOavis Vice President
Pit
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9 fiftST NATIONAL BANK

Joe Blevins, a Santa Fe engineer,
has
Modern
of
the
purchased one of the latest mod(Las Vegas camp
Woodmen of America will be host at el Buick 24 horse power, five passena reception to the Las Vegas chap- ger touring cars.
ter of the Royal Neighbors, which
Jose Gallegos y Sandoval has apwill be installed on that evening.
plied at the court house for $2 as
The Craaf dry goods store, which bounty on a coyote killed by him rewas purchased last week at public cently near Canyon Colorado.
sale by Miss Minnie Cellars, was re
The city council tonight will hold
opened this morning under the name
an
adjourned meeting for the purof the Cellars dry goods store. R.
F. Johnsen, who was manager of the pose of transacting business of ImGraaf store, was retained as mana portance. The session is not expectto be a long one.
ger of the concern under the new ed
firm name.
Regular communication of ChapIn the near future a boxing match man Lodge No. 2 A. F. and A. M.
between Kid Williams and Benny Cha will be held in the Masonic Temple
tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock.
vez, two well known featherweight
boxers of the southwest, will be stag There will be work in the A. E. and
ed at the Duncan opera house. The M. M. degree. AH members are re
match will be refereed by Jack Curley, quested and visiting brothers invite
to be present.
promoter of the Johnson-Flyn- n
bout,
and the Pueblo fireman will also ap
Preparatory to the opening of the
pear at the ringside. The date will
season a gang of workmen
baseball
probably be set as May 17, though
will begin tomorrow putting Amuseit has not been definitely named.
ment park in the best of condition
Fifteen days and the trout fishing The fences, grandstand and bleachseasdn for the season of 1912 will ers will be repaired and the playing
open. Already the hardware dealers grounds will be dragged and rolled.
of the city are digging out fishing The members of the team are expecttackle and rods from the shelves and ed to report here on May 15.
are unpacking new stock and placing
The Meadow City Dancing club will
it on display. Old time sportsmen
hold its regular fortnightly dance toare getting out their trusty rods, giv
morrow night in the O. R. C. hall. On
ing them a fresh coat of varnish, unthis occasion there will be a number
tangling fishing tackle and getting in of
extra guests, as each member of
readiness. The streams high in the
mountains are well stocked with trou the organization has the privilege of
inand this should be a good year foi Inviting one friend. During the
termission
will
refreshments
be
light
the rod wieldera
served.
Complete soda water fountain for
sale cheap. White Kitchen.

"Everybody is
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
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$100,000

Doing

Surplus, and Umdividd Pkofits $35,000

4

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- colmmodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Oijir

111

Interest Paid on

if

Doing What?
Sending us their Laundry.

Why?
Time Deposits

Because we succeed in
pleasing our customers.
Our methods are
MODERN

WEDNESDAY

AND

SATURDAY

and

SANITARY.

See for Yourself.

We will Have all
kinds of fresh

VEGETABLES

Las Vegas Steam

and

Laundry
Phone Main

STRAWBERRIES

81

617 Douglas

The seat reservation for the concert of the Pearl Herndon Concert
and Dramatic company, to be given
here on the evening of May 10 under
the auspices of the Santa Fe reading
Tooms, will open to employes of the
Santa Pe next Wednesday at 12:30
o'clock at the office of the T. M. C. A.
This evening at the armory will occur the annual May dance of the
Hebrew Ladies Benevolent society. It
is expected that everybody in town
who likes to dance will be present
and that those who are too old or too
weary to waltz or twostep will be in
the balcony of the armory to watch
the dancers. The best of music has
been engaged and those who attend
are assured of a jolly good time.
Martin Gonzales died this morning
at'hig home on the West side after a
lengthy illness. Mr. Gonzales caught
a severe cold last winter from which
he never recovered. His condition
became steadily worse until death occurred. Mr. Gonzales is survived by
a bride of a few months, having
been married in February. He was
about 38 years of age. For several
years Mr. Gonzales has been Janitor
of the Rieve Heights school on the
West side. One of the members of
the board of education said this morn-In- g
that Mr. Gonzales had always
been one of the best men In the employ of the board.

The regular monthly meeting of the
Woman's Home Missionary society
of the Methodist church will be held
at the home of Mrs. A I). Higgins,
725 Sixth street, Thursday afternoon

at

CLEMATIS PANICULATA

GRAAF & WAYWARD CO. STORE

That beautiful fragrant
fleecy white vine.

THE HOME OF DUALITY

Only 15 left.

507 Sixth

EVERYBODY READS THE

US

VEGAS OPTIC

25c each

-

-

Are Models of Perfection.

M. GREENBERGER.

Chief of Police Ben Coles says that

the practice of burning trash in the
aleys must cease. It is dangerous and
at the best a poor way of disposing

of rubbish and other trash. Coles
says the small blaze in the rear of
tne nome or Mrs. Van Petten on
Eighth street yetserday was caused
by a bonfire several blocks away.
A passing
wagon picked up some
burning trash in one of its wheels and
dumped it in an adjoining alley.
whence it was blown into a pile of
leaves in the rear of the Van Petten
place.
The second of the Shriner's specials en route from the far east to the
meeting of the Imperial Council in
Los Angeles passed through Las
Vegas this morning, stopping here
about an hour and a half during
which time the Shriners and their
families had breakfast at the Caste-neda hotel and were given enough
time for a short walk through the
business section of East Las Vegas.
This train of nine cars carried members of the Murat Temple of Indian
apolis and their families to the number of 150. This train was the only
special schedule for today. Six trains
will pass through here tomorrow. The
first bearing members of th9 Mystic
Shrine from the New England states
will pass through in the wee small
hours of the morning. The second
train will carry Shriners from Columbus, O.; the third representatives
from Hammond, Ind., and Milwaukee,
Wis.; the fourth and fifth will carry
nobles from Ln Lu Temple in Phila
delphia, and the last train will carry
Kentuckians. These trr.lns will pass
through Las Vegas between the hours
of 6 and 6, the exact time of their ar
rival not having been set yet.

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. "Once tried, you will never be without an

EL. EC CITRIC IRON.
Lols Vegas Light &Power Co.

A
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SPRAY
Great Cleanser and

Polisher For

FURNITURJE
AUTOMOBILES
An Uneqnaled Dust Lawyer for

Wood, Cement and Linoleum

Floors
Let us Demonstrate this Great
Discovery to You
Applied with a Sprayer

FRESH

J. C. JOHNSEN & S0N7
Exclusive LocaJ Agents

SUNNY
B

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

RKGUt-A-

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

while they last.

PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN & FLORISTS.
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OUR NEW SPRING SUITS

2:30.

BUTTER
AT THE

N

AT

Boucher's

R

RETAIL. VALUt.

tta.OO

and oar
We purchased several carload of tbts beautiful dinner-warpurchase enabled the manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
large
and a very low price, We are charging; part of the cost to "advertising-expense.to
of the
of
coat
the actual
and only ask you
pay a percentage
set. It is ef a beautifulIn "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated in
any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
fit
quality for leas than
.
and ourselvea.
the manufacturer
There la a coupon In every sack of LARABBB'S Flour. Send us five
or express money order, and we wilt
coupons and tl.so In cash, draft, postal
eena you one of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The Cbiaa Department of the Larabee Flour Hills Company,
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons in EABABEE'g Flour are alao good for Rogers' Silverwara
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
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Flour that makes Baking a Delight

ALL GROCERS

"The Store of Satisfaction"

by

Try a Sack Yovi'll Like it.
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